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Heavy use of outdoor recreation areas in the United States
since World War II is endangering their quality.

Demand made by

a

rapidly growing population with rising personal incomes and increasing
leisure time

is

expected to grow 50 percent nationally and 146

cent in Oregon by 1975.
of

In Oregon,

leisure time per person are all

nationally.

population,

incomes,

per-

and amount

increasing more rapidly than

A large influx of out -of -state visitors accelerates the

demand.

Eighty -five percent of outdoor recreation land in the United
States and 95 percent in Oregon

Recreation on Federal land

is

is

in general

depends upon some natural feature.
is

owned by the Federal government.

resource -based, that is,

it

The role of the Federal government

therefore pre- eminent in developing sites for resource -based rec-

reation activities.
Of the agencies involved in meeting the Federal responsibility, the possible role

of the Fish and Wildlife Service

is

least

known.

Controlling approximately four percent of outdoor recreation

land, the 300 refuges had only 13 million of the more than 500 million

visitor -days to outdoor recreation areas in 1960.

Recreation visits

to refuges are increasing rapidly but apparently the quality and

quantity of the remarkable wildlife resources of the National Wildlife
Refuge System

little understood.

is

As the mission of the Branch of Wildlife Refuges developed, its

role involves the provision of habitat for every species of native

wildlife somewhere in the System.

The refuges

over the nation, with the great majority,

are widely distributed

particularly those for

migratory birds, concentrated in the four great flyways.

The Service

plans ultimately to include within refuge boundaries some 7.5 million
acres of the 12 million acres of wetlands needed to maintain present

waterfowl populations.
Recreation use compatible with wildlife management

is

permit-

ted on the refuges but development of facilities has been slight.

Although express authorization was obtained in 1962 for such development, no funds have since been provided.

The Accelerated Public Works

Program and the Job Corps Program both provide an avenue for development in some areas.
The Malheur National Wildlife Refuge, located in southeastern

Oregon,

is

an excellent example of the recreation potential

Refuge System.

One of the larger refuges,

tions number over

a

in the

its duck and geese popula-

million during spring and fall migration.

Of

Oregon's 425 bird species, 226 have been observed on the Refuge; 141
of them are

listed as easily seen during one or more seasons of the

year.

Deer, antelope,

and beaver are also easily seen.

The Refuge lies in the basin of the two playas, Malheur and

Harney Lakes, and extends for forty miles through the marshes of the
Blitzen River toward Steens Mountain, an impressive fault block with
alpine vegetation.
photographs,

An excellent museum exhibits indigenous species,
A display pool provides an

nests, and food plants.

opportunity to observe birds at close hand.

Besides wildlife obser-

vation and photography, Refuge recreation uses include fishing, waterfowl hunting,

ery hunt.

and an exceptionally high quality annual all deer arch-

Camping and picnicking are commonly practiced in conjunc-

tion with other recreation activities.
Recreation use of the Refuge
ties.

able

is

limited by inadequate facili-

Campsites are minimally developed and Refuge roads are impassin wet weather.

Authorization for the establishment of

a

Job

Corps Camp on the Refuge in June of 1965 has been obtained and it

is

expected that Corps projects will serve to alleviate the deficiencies.
Development of
time

a

significant recreation resource seems assured at

of growing need.

a
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THE RECREATION RESOURCES OF THE MALHEUR NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE

I.

INTRODUCTION

Outdoor recreation in the United States is approaching
sis.

a

cri-

The development of recreation areas and facilities is not

keeping pace with the greatly increased demand made by
growing population.

a

rapidly -

The demand is further accelerated by rising

personal incomes and shorter working hours.

Intensive activity on

some recreation areas (most notably Yosemite National Park) since

World War II has made it apparent that recreation, like any other
land use, has

maintained.

a

saturation point beyond which quality cannot be

If development of outdoor recreation resources continues

to lag a shortage of adequate facilities is

imminent within two

decades at the present rate of increased use.

Ultimately, with an

ever -increasing population, some types of outdoor recreation will not
be possible -- wilderness or its approximation will disappear- -but

resources, if properly developed, are adequate to meet the demand for
several decades.

In order to alleviate shortages

and enhance exist-

ing facilities an inventory and evaluation of recreation resources
is

essential.
The enjoyment of many outdoor recreation activities is greater

if areas

are large and have

a

virgin character.

The principle is

relative, rather than absolute, and does not preclude many other
uses of the land.

Application does not involve county and city parks

developed for group sports, children's play areas and swimming, but
it is generally applicable to nature study,

camping, hiking, and

2

similar activities.
The greater part (85 percent) of non -private land having these
qualities is controlled by the Federal government.

The amounts of

water and wetlands in designated recreation areas are particularly

significant because much privately-owned waterfowl habitat is being
converted to other uses.

In this category the Federal government is

again the major landholder although the ratio is not nearly so large.
The Federal government owns approximately six million acres of

wetlands, of which one million are managed by the Fish and Wildlife

Service.'

The states

own three million acres, and county and city

governments control one -fifth million acres.
As holder of 85 percent of the country's public recreation land

the Federal government's responsibility in outdoor recreation

great.

is

States and local governments share this responsibility in

almost equal proportions because pressure on their facilities is even

greater than that on Federal lands, but for the types of outdoor

recreation which require light density Federal lands are by far the
most important.

Of the agencies involved in executing the Federal

responsibility in outdoor recreation, the National Park Service
functions almost exclusively in this role.

Other Federal agencies,

such as the Forest Service and more recently the Bureau of Land

Management (BLM), include outdoor recreation as one of several
possible uses on the lands under their jurisdiction.

Both, at least

The National Wildlife Refuges are administered through the
Branch of Wildlife Refuges in the Bureau of Sports Fisheries and
Wildlife but this land is commonly referred to only as Fish and
Wildlife Service land.
1

3

in planning resource development, give demands and possibilities for

recreation equal status with other authorized uses.

The possible

role of the Fish and Wildlife Service is not well defined.

Recrea-

tion activities are permitted on the National Wildlife Refuges so
long as there is no interference with the primary purpose of the
The extent to which recreation is limited by the qualifica-

refuges.

tion is not clear.

Land in the refuges is commonly included in inven-

tories of outdoor recreation land but development has been slight

compared to that in the National Forests.

Nor is there common knowl-

edge of refuge land types and management.

This is in marked contrast

to the extent of information concerning Forest Service activities.

This common lack of knowledge, personally shared and not diminished by

a

survey of library sources, in conjunction with an interest

in outdoor recreation and the availability of the Malheur National

Wildlife Refuge, led to the choice of this thesis topic.

The major

purpose is to examine and evaluate the resources of the Malheur

National Wildlife Refuge with respect to current and potential use
for recreation.

As

one

of the

larger refuges, the Malheur Refuge

serves as an example of recreational use possible on
refuge.

a

wildlife

Adequate treatment of the topic required examination of the

potential role of the Fish and Wildlife Service in outdoor recreation.
As this is of interest in itself it is the

thesis.

secondary purpose of the

In the first step trends in outdoor recreation are examined.

An exhaustive survey of the whole United States has not been attempted.

The discussion is limited to

developments in the nation.

a

general presentation of

In the second step stress has been

4

given to recreation demand and facilities within the State of Oregon.
In Oregon,

outdoor recreation activities are increasing and are of

great importance economically.

Despite the low population density

typical outdoor recreation problems exist.
applicable to the country as

a

Some general inferences

whole, or at least indicative of

common problems and possibilities, can be drawn from

a

study of the

situation in Oregon.
As the third step the possible role of the National Wildlife

Refuges in outdoor recreation will be examined.

This will include

a

review of the size, location and general quality of land in the
refuge system with respect to possibilities for outdoor recreation;
an examination of the concept of multiple use with respect to refuges;

and

personnel)

a

review of pertinent policies (financing and provision of

relative to recreational development.

The main body of the thesis consists of an examination of the

resources, present uses, and additional possibilities with respect

to recreation at Malheur.

Related or influencing factors, primarily

within the Malheur Refuge but including those peripheral to the
Refuge which affect use are also considered.

The potential and

practical possibilities for increased recreational development have

been examined.
A summary and presentation of conclusions, of specific and
general applicability, has been drawn from the study to conclude the
thesis.

Information was obtained by four methods:

library research,

letters and unpublished reports or résumés of the agencies involved,

5
a

Refuge visit, and interviews with Refuge personnel and with David

Marshall, now Regional Biologist, but previously Refuge Biologist
for four years.

Sections dealing with outdoor recreation in general

in the United States and Oregon are backed by library research and

rely heavily upon the reports of the Outdoor Recreation Resources

Review Commission, an agency of the Federal government established to
study outdoor recreation needs for 1976 and 2000.

These reports

were published in 1962 and form the basis for most current articles
and books on outdoor recreation.

Outdoor Recreation (1962),

a

Of exceptional value was Oregon

study which correlated Oregon develop-

ments with the reports of the Commission.
Information for the other sections of the thesis was primarily

obtained from Malheur Refuge yearly narrative reports and through
letters and interviews with Refuge personnel, notably John Scharff,

Refuge manager since 1936.

6

II.

OUTDOOR RECREATION IN THE UNITED STATES

The increased demand for outdoor recreation in the United

States following World War II has led to its extensive study by

government agencies at all levels.

No precise or comprehensive

definition of outdoor recreation has resulted.

The reports of the

Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission, which are by far the
most important work on the subject, contain no more precise defini-

tion of outdoor recreation than outdoor leisure time activity away
from home (64, p. 4), and statistics used both in the reports and in
other pertinent publications usually refer to it only on publicly owned facilities.

Outdoor recreation in common parlance refers to leisure time
Defining it as such, only

spent in the outdoors away from home.

three or four percent of all leisure time is used for it --in spite
of great increases in recent years.

Excluding activity during short

free periods in the ordinary work day and directing attention to

weekends, holidays and vacations,
sure time

is

spent outdoors.

(4,

only about seven percent of leip.

7)

Activities vary from quiet reading in solitude to physically

active group sports and individual activities.

They may demand more

in physical and mental exertion than normal worktime

many participants.

activities for

(4, p. 9)

A universal need for outdoor recreation cannot be asserted- there are healthy, well- adjusted people who never leave

confines and only leave the house for necessity.

a

city's

But it is borne

7

out both by common experience and professional

that for many it is
profit from it.

a

psychological opinion

real need and that others are very likely to

The existence of

a

strong demand which should be

met to the extent that resources permit is not questioned.

Historically, outdoor recreation is almost entirely

a

(4,

p. 9)

twentieth

century development, although use of city and privately -owned amusement parks was not uncommon before that.

Clawson attributes the

growth in recreation activity in general and outdoor recreation in

particular to four dominant factors-- changes in the population, income changes, improvement

in travel facilities,

and increased lei-

sure.
The numerical increase that has involved

a

growth in population

from 76 million in 1900 to 179 million in 1960 and

million by 2000

is not

a

probable 300

the only significant population change.

The

continuing movement from rural areas to urban centers accelerates
the demand for public outdoor recreation facilities.

So do the

proportionately greater numbers of young people and retired people
in the population.

Both have more time for outdoor recreation than

do persons in their active working years.

(4,

34)

p.

The rise in real income at an annual average rate of two percent over the past several decades has resulted in

a

large increase

in discretionary income and thereby made it possible for more people

to take part in outdoor recreation.
of the private automobile

Virtually universal ownership

and the development of

a

high speed high-

way network have given great impetus to travel.

Easy access to

recreation areas both far and relatively near

assured for nearly

is

8

Miles travelled annually per capita have increased 12

everyone.

times since 1900, from 500 then to more than 6000 miles at present,
and

a

probable 9000 miles by 2000.

automobile.

(4, p.

Most of the travel is by private

35, 36)

Added to the other dominant factors is the amount of leisure
time now available to Americans.

In 1900 the 76 million Americans

had available 177 billion hours for recreation, some 26 percent of

their total available time.

By 1950 the increase in population and

shorter work week had increased these hours to 453 billion, twice
the number of leisure hours, and 34 percent of total time available.

By 2000

a

further doubling of total leisure hours and an increase to

38 percent of total time is expected.

Thus both the number of

people and the average time spent in outdoor recreation have greatly

increased and will continue to do so.

(4,

Use of certain types of facilities has

rapidly than total use.

p. 4,

5)

increased even more

By making the countryside accessible to

nearly everyone the automobile created interest in the establishment of state parks and forests.

Their development

coincides

closely with automobile use and highway construction.

With easier

access scenic places and wildlife refuges have become valued for
their recreation assets.

Campsites

and accomodations for tourists

have followed highway construction and use.

For convenience

(21,

use and are:

(3) Resource- based.

35)

in reference, the ORRRC used in their studies

three classes of outdoor recreation facilities.
into wide

p.

(1) User -oriented,

Increased use

is

(2)

These have come

Intermediate, and

characteristic of each class

9

but the rates of increase and the adequacy of the resources vary.

User- oriented areas are characterized by close proximity to
Natural physical attributes have little signifi-

user residences.

cance other than as enhancement so long as access by the users is

fairly direct.

Extensive development

areas, and landscaping is

universal.

involving swimming pools, play

City and county parks are most

representative, while private development is also common.

(4, p. 15)

Intermediate outdoor recreation areas are generally oriented

around some dominant natural or artificial feature which has obvious
recreation attributes and permits easy recreational development, such

as

lake,

a

a

reservoir or

a

mountain suitable for

a

ski run.

Recreational development usually requires an investment justified
only if there are prospects for considerable use.

Typically, there-

fore, intermediate areas lie close enough to population centers to

make use by urban dwellers on

miles.

(4,

p.

a

day's outing probable --within 100

15)

Resource -based areas depend for their recreation value upon
some natural attribute which in itself provides
for recreation use.

the assets necessary

Little emphasis is placed upon activities at

the site and none upon location relative to population centers --in

fact, most are far removed from the main population centers.

most obvious examples are the National Parks and Monuments.

The

Many

state parks, the National Forests, and BLM lands fall in this category.

Wildlife refuges are the best examples in this group of areas

in which recreation is incidental to a use with higher priority.
(4,

p. 15, 16)

10
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Attendance at outdoor recreation facilities in the United
States, 1930 -1960.
(4, p. 18, 26, 30)

1-1

Trends in the use of various facilities for which reliable esti-

mates or reports are available are represented in Figure

I.

Because

visits to city and county parks are usually short and often casual
no estimates of use can be made, but demands for services have indi-

cated

use -rate

a

growth similar to urban population growth-- consid-

erably greater than for the population as

a

Corresponding

whole.

increases in outdoor recreation facility use at rates considerably

higher than for the population are indicated by Figure

I

for state

parks, TVA and Corps of Engineers reservoirs, the National Forests,
the National

TABLE I.

Parks and Monuments, and the National Wildlife Refuges.

OWNERSHIP OF PUBLIC OUTDOOR RECREATION LAND IN THE
UNITED STATES. (67, p. 8)

Level of
Government
Federal

Agency

Designated for
Recreation.
Millions of Acres
198.3

Forest Service
National Park Service
Fish and Wildlife Serve
Other
BLM

165.2
18.1
9.6
5.4
?

State

32.1
Forest Agencies
Fish and Wildlife
Agencies
Park Agencies
Other

City and County
Forests
Parks
Other
Total

17.6
8.6
3.6
2.3

3.5

2.4
.4
.7

233.9

12

Table

I

indicates ownership of land designated for recreation

use in the 48 contiguous

states, excluding privately owned and BLM

land.2
In Table II the actual

area available

in public recreation areas

in 1956 and estimates of what would have been adequate are

Need in the year 2000 is also indicated.

indicated.

Although the greatest

additional acreage will be required for intermediate use it should
be noted that land suitable

for user -oriented uses and resource -based

recreation will be more difficult to find than will land for intermediate uses.

The pressure on resource -based recreation

(60, p. 94)

areas which may result from inadequate total acreage may often

affect the resource quality and thereby diminish recreational value.
This could have serious implications

for wildlife refuges where

maintenance of suitable habitat conditions is essential.

Strict

controls on recreation activity might prove necessary.

TABLE II.

LAND IN PUBLIC RECREATION AREAS.

MILLIONS OF ACRES.

(60, p. 94)

Year
1956
Actual
Adequate
2000
Adequate

UserOriented

Inter mediate

Resource Based
45
No estimate

.7

9

2.0

15

5.0

70

60

Although much land has been classified for recreation use by BLM,
the total area suitable for recreation has not been determined.
Vast areas of its 177.8 million acres are used for hunting and
fishing and they contain many natural wonders
(61, p. 40)
2
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III.

OUTDOOR RECREATION IN OREGON --TRENDS, NEEDS, AND FACILITIES

The factors favoring increased participation in outdoor recrea-

tion and requiring more facilities nationally are found in Oregon.

Population growth, higher personal incomes and increasing leisure
time are all characteristic of Oregon.

All these most important fac-

tors are operating at more rapid rates in Oregon than nationally,

while the large proportion of Federal government land in Oregon requires relatively heavy reliance upon Federal development of recrea-

tion resources.

Also of exceptional importance in Oregon are many

out -of -state visitors, most of whom come to Oregon for recreation.

Basic population growth in Oregon is following the national

trend but at

a

steeper rate.

Between 1960 and 1975 Oregon's popula-

tion is expected to grow by 33 percent compared to an expected

national growth of 23 percent.

This will give Oregon

of 2,344,000 on her 62 million acres, not a

population

a

high density compared

with the eastern one -third of the country but high enough to require
careful attention to recreation resource development.

Urban resi-

dence in Oregon is expected to increase from 50 percent of the pop-

ulation in 1960 to more than 70 percent in 1975.

More than 90 per-

cent of the population is expected to reside west of the Cascades.
The largest age group today, that of persons between 20 and 39, will

become even larger by 1975 as the postwar babies mature.

(15,

p.

68)

Per capita disposable income in Oregon is expected to increase

from 1,960 dollars in 1960 to 2,550 dollars in 1975, some 30 percent.
Use of the increased disposable income to purchase automobiles

is

14

expected to increase the number of light vehicles per 1000 population
to 548 by 1975, up from 471 in 1960.

These will be driven farther- -

9,158 miles annually each --and will result in

a

percent increase

71

in light vehicle travel from seven million miles in 1960 to 12 mil-

lion miles in 1975.

Also by 1975, leisure time per capita

is

ex-

pected to increase by 42 percent and will result in more opportunity
to use disposable income for outdoor recreation.

(15, p.

71 -72,

123 -124)

Oregon

is

for residents.

an outdoor recreation state for tourists as well as
The national trend toward outdoor recreation will

result in more tourists and increased use of outdoor recreation

facilities in Oregon.

In both California and Washington, the source

for most Oregon tourists, growth rates similar to those of Oregon,

well above the national average, are expected in all those factors

which contribute to increased outdoor recreation activity.

Out -of-

state tourists in Oregon numbered more than six million in 1960 and

14 million are expected in 1975.

The six million tourists in 1960

spent more than 25 million nights in Oregon, 18 percent of them at

campsites.
58

Similar ratios are expected in 1975 and will result in

million visitor nights,

11

million at campsites.

A much larger

percentage has engaged in other outdoor recreation activity --only
14 percent reported in 1960 that they were just passing through- -

but no estimates are available.

(15, p.

70,

124)

Projections made from these data indicate an increase in demand
for outdoor recreation in Oregon by 1975 of 146 percent over 1960.

Recreation visits to public areas --over five million in 1950;

15

nearly 24 million in 1960 --are expected to number
This 146 percent increase compares with

national increase.

a

59

million by 1975.

projected 50 percent

(15, p. 71 -74)

Current plans for meeting this demand are inadequate.

The

present development plans of all agencies administering outdoor

recreation areas in Oregon will not result in enough facilities to
meet the demand projected for 1975.

Total recreation opportunity,

as measured by the facilities -recreationists

percent in that 12 year period.

ratio, will decline 35

The number of camping sites in

Oregon is already inadequate to meet peak season demand.

Picknicking

will be limited by 1972, even with full development of state park

lands.

These facts and the scarcity of non -federally owned land

suitable for outdoor recreation development have resulted in

a

rec-

ommendation by the State Highway Department's Parks and Recreation

Division that Federal agencies undertake more development of their
lands, which include nearly 50 percent (49.56)

of the total

state

area, and 95 percent of the land suitable for public outdoor recrea-

tion.

Use of Federal outdoor recreation facilities in Oregon is

increasing more rapidly than is use of state facilities.
part results from

a

This in

more rapidly growing demand for outdoor recrea-

tion in resource -based areas relative to that in intermediate and
user -oriented areas.

The more important cause, however,

of suitable land for state development.

is

a

lack

By 1975 it is expected that

visitor attendance at Federal outdoor recreation areas in Oregon
will exceed that at the state parks.

Ownership of recreation land

and recreation area attendance figures, including

a

projection for
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1975, are given in Tables

TABLE III.

III and IV, respectively.

OWNERSHIP OF RECREATION LAND IN OREGON.(15,

Level of
Government
Federal

Thousands
of Acres
15,977

Agency
National Park Service
Forest Service
Bureau of Land Mngt.
Fish and Wldlf. Serv.

161

1.0

85.0
4.3
3.0

731

514
172

State
State Parks
State Game Commission
State Forestry Board

.3

877

5.2
.4

46

.2

769

4.6

14

.1

1

.0

16,869

100.0

Private

TABLE IV.

1.0

59

61

County and Municipal

124)

Percent of
Total Acres
94.7

14,340

Bureau of Reclamation
Corps of Engineers

Total

p.

VISITOR ATTENDANCE AT OREGON NON-URBAN PARK AND
RECREATION AREAS.(15, p. 124)

Level of
Government
and Agency
Federal
Natl. Park Serv.
Forest Service
BLM
FWS
Bureau of Recl.
Corps of Engr.
State
State Parks
State Game Comm.
State Forest B.

Visitors- Thousands
1950
1960
1975
21,750

1960
Use Per
Capita
5.1
2,5
3.6

1,750

9,050

400

600

900

850

6,500

13,500

?

500

?

4750
100

?

50
700

500

900

2,000

2E22

12,000

25ß00

3,650

21,000

6.8
6.5

?

14500
500

2,000

.3

?

?

2,000

?

County and Municipal -?

1,500

1960
Percent
of total
37.9
.3

26.4

.3

2.1

.03
.4
.5

2.9
3.8

.2

50.2
48.1
2.1
?

2,500

1],000

1.4

10.4

Private

?

350

1,000

.2

1.5

Total

?

23,900

58,750

._

100.0
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Relative to state and county governments, the Federal Government
is

spending little money on recreation in Oregon.

Counties for the

two year period 1963 -1964 budgeted 13.2 million dollars for recreation, the State,

million dollars.

13.9 million dollars, and Federal agencies
(16,

p.

12)

The Forest Service estimated

7.2

in 1961

that 3.7 million dollars would be needed for recreation management
and development, maintenance of facilities and provision

tation in Oregon National Forests.

for

sani-

Construction of 1,620 camp

grounds, development of eight particularly significant areas, and
the provision of information services at these and other visitor

concentrations- -all needed to meet recreation demands- -would cost
23,9 million dollcars over

a

period of several years.

(59, p. 29)

The Forest Service budget provided two million dollars in each of
the fiscal years 1962 and 1963 for recreation in Oregon.

Similar deficiencies exist in other agencies.
in the Fish and Wildlife Service has

(16, p. 2)

Recreation development

in the past come out

of main-

tenance funds -- usually none too adequate for maintenance alone --and
the development of a valuable resource has been correspondingly

neglected, both nationally and in Oregon.

To meet the demand for

outdoor recreation in Oregon in the next decade expanded development

programs will be necessary in all Federal agencies.
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IV.

THE FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE AND OUTDOOR RECREATION

Introduction
Recreation purposes are served by virtually all the operations
of the Bureau of Sports Fisheries

and Wildlife.

Lands managed by

the Bureau are devoted to wildlife preservation, maintenance

production.

Lip service

but wildlife

is

often paid to these as ends in themselves

is

primarily

There would other-

recreation resource.

a

wise be little support for its conservation.
ing are

and

Nature study and hunt-

only the most obvious wildlife based activities;

abundant

wildlife enhances nearly all outdoor recreation.
Despite

a

wide

interest

in wildlife the

lands to facilitate recreational use has

development of Bureau

lagged and specific appro-

priations for recreation facilities have not been provided by

Congress.

Attention and money have justifiably been directed toward

acquisition and development of land for wildlife.
and inadequate facilities,

Because of the few

refuge use by the public has been re-

stricted in many areas to those who are willing to suffer primitive

conditions and diffidence or outright

irritation on the part of

personnel beleagured by too many demands on their time.
ing public

use and

the system well established,

mit maximum enjoyment

is

logically necessary.

With grow-

development to per-
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The Refuge System

The National Wildlife Refuge System consists of 300 refuges
(42), and

rapidly increasing number of Waterfowl Production Areas.

a

The Waterfowl Production Areas are too small and widely distributed
to warrant unit

identification and their purchase

is

not subject to

approval of the Migratory Bird Conservation Commission,3 as are land
purchases for refuges.

Official designations for refuges include

migratory waterfowl refuges, general migratory bird refuges, big
game refuges, and game ranges.

Migratory waterfowl refuges are

most numerous and are officially designated as breeding refuges,
resting and feeding areas, or wintering grounds.

(43)

Location and

habitat types continue these divisions to some extent but recent

policy

is

uges.

Suitable habitat

introduced

directed toward spreading each species among several ref-

necessary.

if

important as

a

is

provided where possible and the species
Official designations have become less

result.4

Not all land in the refuge system

is

Federally owned.

Fifty -six

refuges consist entirely or partly of easements which assure habitat

maintenance; there are two on state lands,
district, and one in

a

one in an irrigation

flood control district.

Several refuges are

established and managed on land under the primary jurisdiction of
A commission composed of the Secretaries of Agriculture,
Commerce, and Interior and two members each of House and Senate.
It was established to assure cooperation between executive and
legislative branches of government in carrying out the Migratory
Bird Conservation Act of 1929.
(9, p. 4)
Marshall, David, Regional Biologist, Branch of Wildlife
4
Refuges. Personal interview. Portland, Ore., Sept. 25, 1964.
3
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other Federal agencies, notably Corps of Engineers, TVA and Bureau
of Reclamation reservoirs.

(33,

p.

315)

The System began with the establishment of Pelican Island
(Florida) as

a

refuge by executive order in 1903.

The immediate

motivation was decimation of plumage bird populations by hunters for
the millinery trade.

After State efforts at protection proved inad-

equate, the American Ornithologists' Union and the Biological Survey

were successful in their efforts to get President Theodore Roosevelt
to act.

Pelican Island became

Department of Agriculture.

refuge

a

under the charge of the

A number of refuges were similarly

established in ensuing years while private individuals and groups
donated the land for others.

Originally, few refuges were furnished

with permanent staff and much policing was done by volunteers from

organizations such as the Ornithologists' Union and Audubon Societies.

(9, p.

3 -4)

As habitat was converted to cropland through drainage or

wise ruined, and poaching took its toll,

a

other-

need for habitat manage-

ment, more refuges, and better policing became apparent.

The first

funds for refuge acquisition were appropriated in 1924 for the purchase of bottom lands along the upper Mississippi River, subsequently
to become the Upper Mississippi National Wildlife Refuge and the

nation's most popular one.
direct recreational

use

(9, p.

3)

The original provision for

came in the bill authorizing the Bear River

(Utah) Migratory Bird Refuge in 1928.

It provided that as much as

40 percent of the refuge be subject to possible use as

shooting ground.

(70,

p.

1222)

a

public

This also became the first marsh
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developed by the Federal Government for wildlife preservation.
(9,

p.

3)

Authorization for

a

system of migratory bird refuges came in

1929 with passage of the Migratory Bird Conservation Act.

The act

also authorized appropriations for refuge acquisition development
and maintenance.

A survey and determination of the biological fit-

ness of areas recommended for migratory bird refuges was completed
in 1930.

One hundred eighty -nine units

in 48 states,

aggregating

more than 3.7 million acres were surveyed and land valuations were
made of 40 units involving approximately 1.2 million acres in 20
states.

As part of frenzied activity during the 1930's, CCC camps

were established

on many refuges,

8.5 million dollars of emergency

funds were allotted for purchase and development, and WPA funds

became available

for restoring and controlling water levels, checking

erosion, and improving food and other environmental conditions.

The

1934 Migratory Bird Hunting Stamp Act added to the relative wealth
and provided more than 40 million dollars for refuge purchase,

development,

maintenance and administration by 1955.

The 1930's

saw refuge acreage grow from 700,000 to more than nine million acres
in the contiguous

48 states.

World War II interrupted the acquisi-

tion program and by 1953 total acreage under Fish and Wildlife
Service jurisdiction had declined slightly.

(9, p.

5,

7,

20)

Small yearly additions added only 200,000 acres to the

between 1953 and 1962.

Then,

System

as accelerated drainage of wetlands

occurred, the great reduction in existing waterfowl habitat outside
refuges provoked action to save as much of the best habitat as possible.
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Authorization was obtained for

a

seven year program to protect 2.5

million acres of wetlands for waterfowl.
the leasing of

a

chased outright.

million or more acres with the balance to be purWaterfowl refuges are to be established or expanded

to include 1.2 million acres.

Production Areas.

The program provides for

The remainder will be in Waterfowl

(35, p. 273)

The Refuge System's mission has evolved from simple provision
of

sanctuary from hunters for endangered species to provision, some-

where in the System,
in the United States.

(1)
(2)

(3)

of suitable habitat

for every wildlife species

The System has three specific objectives:

Protection of migratory and endangered wildlife, leading
always to maintenance of a broodstock;
Preservation of a basic segment of breeding, intermediate, and wintering habitat; and
Protection and preservation of indigenous wildlife and
habitat.
(34, p. 377)
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Finances
Funds for refuge operations come primarily from general appropriations and Duck Stamp revenues.
of

refuge resources makes

a

Income from permits for the use

slight contribution.

Since the Migra-

tory Bird Hunting Stamp Act was enacted in 1934, "Duck Stamp"
income has accounted for roughly half of all funds for refuge main-

tenance, development, and operation.
land acquisition,

purchases.

(9,

p.

as have special

It has contributed also to

appropriations for specific

20)

The Wetlands Loan Act of 1961 authorized the Service to spend
105 million dollars over the seven year period 1962 -1969 for the

purchase of badly needed waterfowl habitat.

Funds are treated as an

advance, without interest, to the migratory bird conservation fund
and are to be repaid later from Duck Stamp

income.

(51)

There have in the past been no appropriations specifically for

recreation although some development was achieved with maintenance
funds.

PL 87 -714 of Sept. 28,

1962 authorized the appropriation of

funds for recreation facilities- compatible with primary refuge

No funds have yet been appropriated under this act.

purposes.

Donations may be made by private individuals or groups for
specific

land purchases

facilities.

(71, p.

or development,

653)

including recreation

(7)
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The Resources
Most refuges offer the recreationist little beyond the oppor-

tunity to observe,

photograph and hunt wildlife and to fish.

life is the only significant resource common to all refuges.

WildFew

contain spectacular physical or vegetation features and none have
known mineral deposits of great value.

Some,

including Malheur,

have high quality cropland or pasture while timber
others.

But refuges were

is

important on

selected for their habitat qualities, and

as those for migratory waterfowl and general

migratory birds make

up

five -sixths of the total, marsh and shallow water dominate refuge

landscapes.

The big game refuges and game ranges contain more variety

but such scenic assets they possess are
ing than their wildlife.

on badly eroded

land.

incidental and less interest-

A number of refuges have been established

Others, donated by wildlife enthusiasts with

little regard to habitat quality, have little wildlife.

This

is

(10, p.

not to disparage the scenic value of wildlife

24)

in itself

nor to imply that scenic features do not contribute to the recreational value of refuges.
its best

But the common conception that nature at

and in untramelled condition is found on the National

Wildlife Refuges should be dispelled.

even wilderness

is

lacking, at least in the purist's sense of the

term as absolute virginity.
wilderness.

Independently of scenery,

No Service lands are administered as

Small areas on some of the larger, more isolated

refuges may have wilderness characteristics but even these areas are

managed for wildlife.

(69, p.

23 -24)

Manipulation of habitat,

including primarily extensive water control systems and provision of

25

optimum feeding conditions

the rule.

is

Wilderness uses are not

considered in refuge establishment except where wilderness habitat
is

a

species requirement.

The Service does recognize the value of

A number

preserving selected ecological units for study purposes.
of "natural" timbered areas have

been set aside

in

conjunction with

criteria established by the Society of American Foresters.

Some

native grasslands are also preserved on refuges in as natural

a

condition as possible with the exception of fire protection.

All

the natural areas are small,

the majority containing 200 acres or

less, and are not considered open to public use.

(69, p.

23 -24)

Refuges do have wilderness qualities for all but the purist.
Few Americans would fail to feel
of so many uncaged wild

a

sense of the wild

in the presence

things as are found on refuges.

Few would

even particularly notice the construction works used for habitat
management.

Most, even were attention directed to them, would

probably consider the construction works appropriate and access
roads convenient to their enjoyment.

experienced in
a

a

Wilderness for many can be

commercial summer camp by the chance wandering of

deer or other wild animal and their enjoyment may be as great as

that of the purist who has back -packed 20 miles to reach truly

virgin country.

(3,

p.

75 -80)

Recreation resources other than wildlife are common in the system although no particular one
are most common.

is

found on all refuges.

Sport fish

Fish are not generally protected as wildlife are

although fishing must be in compliance with state laws and not
inimical to wildlife.

Swimming, boating and waterskiing are
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possible on some refuges and have become popular in recent years,

particularly on those superimposed on Corps of Engineers and Bureau
of Reclamation reservoirs.

Picnicking and camping are possible also.

The attraction for these last uses, however,

is

primarily the wild-

Scattered refuges contain winter sports sites, archaeological

life.

sites and points of historical interest.

(67,

p.

71 -93)

Wildlife remains by far the most important recreation resource.
In the national waterfowl picture this resource

come increasingly important.

is

destined to be-

Of the 120 million acres of wetlands

existing in the 48 contiguous states before settlement,

only 22

million acres of primary importance as waterfowl habitat remain.
The rest has been drained, most commonly for agriculture.

remaining wetland

is

Much

privately -owned and being drained under USDA

conservation and reclamation programs.

Because of the great danger

to waterfowl resulting from these programs, the Fish and Wildlife

Service has secured emergency authorization for purchase or lease
of 2.5 million

acres of wetlands, as previously mentioned.

Long

range plans call for 7.5 million acres in the Refuge System as the

Federal share of the 12 million acres needed to assure preservation
of waterfowl populations.

States are expected, with Federal assist-

ance, to provide 4.5 million acres on their game farms and refuges.

Federal refuges every 200 miles along the four major flyways are
desired.

(20,

p.

32)

The waterfowl populations which can be supported on the hoped
for wetland area will be inadequate to meet projected hunting

demand but will serve fairly adequately for observation, photography,
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and hunting at the present level.
ing depends largely upon the fate

The future of duck and goose huntof privately -owned habitat.

Con-

tinued reduction will result in greatly diminished hunting opportunity.5

Ninety percent of waterfowl use occurs on the 22 million

acres of existing wetlands.
a

Alternative habitat for the support of

significant portion of present waterfowl populations is not avail(20, p. 2)

able.

During certain periods of the year one -half the

continent's waterfowl are supported on refuge feeding areas.
(33, p.

318)

Wildlife refuges are important in maintaining populations of
big game and other mammals as well as waterfowl.

Aside from the

bison ranges, most well- known, big game ranges and refuges are
individually devoted to antelope, elk and mountain sheep.

They thus

contribute directly to the major objective of providing natural homes
for every wildlife species somewhere
all refuges are

in the Refuge System.

important to some mammals.

aquatic mammals.
game, is found.

Nearly

Wetlands abound with

Suitable habitat for other mammals,

including big

(10, p. 27 -29)

The Department of Agriculture has recently taken note of this
5
need to maintain habitat for wildlife and a re- evaluation of

drainage programs

is

being undertaken.
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The Authorization

Until passage of PL 87 -714 on Sept. 28,

1962 the Fish and Wild-

life Service lacked general authority for recreational development
on their lands.

Prior to 1962 specific bills establishing individual

refuges sometimes included authorization for recreational use, usually hunting or fishing, on designated areas or portions of the
refuge being established.
all refuges or all types

There were, however, no bills covering
of recreation possible on the existing

Such policy as there was on recreational use resulted

resources.

from the need to control the ever growing number of refuge visitors.
This has been typical on all government lands.

(61, p.

29 -32)

The policies formulated came to be called multiple use but as

defined by the Service the term has

a

meaning than

it

is

generally the case,

more

specific and narrow

being

a

term commonly sub-

ject to convenient interpretation to serve diverse ends.

Howard Stagner of the National Park Service, writing for the
ORRRC,

discusses the term quite cogently:

multiple use means, first, classification of lands
for the primary purpose for which they are best fitted,
followed by the management of each class according to
its primary purpose.
This in turn leads us to the
identification of the secondary benefits that are compatible with the primary management objectives. Up to
this point multiple use is a valid and useful concept.
Confusion arises when multiple use is construed to mean
a method or practice applicable to the operation of
each land unit. The objective of land management is
not to see how many different ways you can use a given
piece of land but to so use it as to realize the greatest total benefit.
(Emphasis added by ORRRC) (63, p. 2)
.

If

.

.

it

is

assumed that the act of establishment serves to classify

land in refuges as best suited to wildlife management, Service use
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of the term multiple use complies quite closely with Stagner's

definition of

it

as

a

concept.

Administrative

policy applied before

enactment of specific statutory authority as well as PL 87 -714,

which gives that authority for recreation, limit uses other than the
protection and maintenance of wildlife to compatible ones, as
follows:

Coordinated use on National Wildlife Refuges under
conditions that utilize the renewable resources to
promote stability for communities and individuals is
consistent with the Federal policy when the uses are
compatible with the primary objectives of wildlife
It is imperative that nonrenewable remanagement.
sources of National Wildlife Refuges, such as gas,
oil, and minerals, be safeguarded and utilized only
when in the best interest of the national welfare or
when necessary to meet national emergencies.
(41, Section 3411)
and,

Recreational Policy on Use of Refuges.
While the primary use of the National Wildlife Refuges
is for the protection of wildlife, these areas are
managed on a multiple -use basis insofar as this can be
accomplished without defeating the objective for which
each area was established.
This has permitted increased
public use of refuges for recreational purposes.
Opportunities are afforded on many areas for fishing, hunting,
picnicking, swimming and wildlife observations.
(41, Section 3511)
and,
Be it enacted . . ., That in recognition of mounting public demands for recreational opportunities on
national wildlife refuges . .
the Secretary of the
Interior is authorized, as an appropriate incidental
or secondary use to administer such areas or parts
.

thereof for public recreation
Provided, That
such public recreation use shall be permitted only to
the extent that is practicable and not inconsistent
with other previously authorized Federal operations
or with the primary objectives for which each particular area is established . .
.
(71, p. 653)
.

.

.

.

:
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Difficulties in applying the multiple use concept arise where
resources may be equally suitable for alternative but not entirely

compatible uses or where, either independently or additionally, extraneous factors result in demand for inappropriate use.
nearly all wildlife can tolerate

suitable habitat

is

a

Because

great deal of human activity where

provided, public recreation use has thus far not

seriously interfered with the use of refuges primarily for wildlife
management.

The clear statement of national policy in PL 87 -714

should avoid such problems despite increasing demand for recreational
use.

Examples of wildlife toleration of much activity are plentiful.
The Upper Mississippi River Wildlife Refuge regularly handles over

two million visitors annually on its 200,000 acres.

(49)

Califor-

nia's Lake Merritt Refuge, the first ever established in the United

States and now in the heart of Oakland, is still an effective refuge.
(10, p.

24)

Waterfowl are common on other city ponds.

Birds nest,

if

otherwise undisturbed, within

is

apparently no limit to the number of people who can use refuges

a

few yards

of busy roads.

There

for observation and related recreational activities so long as active

disturbance of nesting and feeding places does not occur.6
More active pursuits than wildlife observation are compatible

with the meaning of basic policy in many instances.

Hunting

is

thought to interfere only slightly with wildlife in the long run.
It may cause caution during the hunting season and for some time
6

Marshall.
Duebbert, Harold. Biologist, Malheur National Wildlife Refuge.
Personal Interview. Burns, Oregon, Sept. 14, 1964.
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afterward and must be limited to reasonable harvest proportions.
Motor boating and water skiing are even permitted during some seasons.
Refuges

imposed on TVA, Bureau of Reclamation and Corps of Engineers

reservoirs often serve primarily as wintering areas for waterfowl.
With virtually no summer wildlife use they are open to all types of

water -based recreation then without damage to their values as
ref uges.7

PL 87 -714 authorized the acquisition of land adjacent to wildlife refuges for recreational development related to wildlife, the

acceptance of donations for such development, the charging of fees
for recreational use,

and appropriation of funds to carry out the

purposes of the act.

(The entire act

is

included in Appendix I.

Subsequent amendments to existing regulations, based upon PL 87 -714
and other pertinent acts, are found

in

rized in reference 50.)

interest

Of special

reference 37 and are summais

the

specific authori-

zation of concessionaires for facilitating services such as boat
rentals, swimming facilities, conducted tours,

shelters,

tables,

trailer lots, food, and lodging in areas of demonstrated need.
(71,

p.

653)

Official policy

is

The degree to which it

effective only
is

if

it

is

effectively executed.

effectively executed depends largely upon

the extent of agreement shared by Service personnel.

There

is

ob-

jection within the Service to use of refuges for public recreational

purposes.

No doubt there are some who feel that refuges are sanc-

tuaries for wildlife,
1

Marshall.

period, and that the public should be excluded
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or its movements greatly limited.

Another shade of opinion

is

represented by the following prepared statement to the ORRRC by the

Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife:
A substantial part of these areas has been purchased
from the proceeds of the sale of duck stamps. The Bureau
has an obligation to those who foot the bill to manage
these lands predominantly for the benefit of migratory
waterfowl and those who use and enjoy this resource.
(63, p. 211

An alternative view
are

is

that wildlife

is

public property and refuges

largely paid for with public funds, the Duck Stamp income being

nothing more than

a

charge for

a

particular use of public property.

As wildlife is the basic recreation resource on refuges, few would

argue against subordinating recreational uses to the needs of wildlife management, but the two are not necessarily incompatible.

The view that prevails within the Bureau as

a

whole and on

individual refuges will have much to do with recreational development

in the future.

Initiative for construction of facilities and

other development lies with refuge managers

requests.

in their yearly

The particular attitudes of refuge managers

influence both facility quality and quantities.

budgetary

will hence
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The Use

and Potential

The recreational values of wildlife refuges have been recognized since their beginning.

Wildlife enthusiasts

were the refuge movement's strongest supporters.
the loss

of hunting opportunity became supporters

outside refuges dwindled.

ly recognized for

a

(22,

Hunters fearing
as habitat acreage

Moving pictures of wildlife on Malheur

and two other refuges were made in 1914.

recreation potential.

and societies

p.

9)

They served to point up

Recreational values were official-

brief period from 1927 -1929. Public use of refuges

for wildlife observation was recorded in the Bureau of Biological

Survey's8 1927 annual report as having grown rapidly for several
years.

Although that was the first year recreational uses were

mentioned, recognition of the many possibilities was fairly advanced.

Camping, fishing, and public shooting were specifically mentioned as

possibliities and not likely to interfere with primary refuge purposes.

The

importance of access roads was also noted --the completion

of the Burtness Scenic Highway in North Dakota was credited with

having doubled visits to Sullys Hill Game Preserve.
gested that

a

The report sug-

biological reconnaisance and publication of fully

descriptive bulletins on the more important features and wildlife on
each refuge would be valuable.
at that time.

(

23,

p.

18)

Inadequate funds precluded such work

The strain upon limited funds and per-

sonnel from increased public use was noted in 1928.
The 1929 report suggested that recreational
8

(24,

p.

27)

opportunities be

The Bureau of Biological Survey and the Fisheries Commission
were combined to form the Fish and Wildlife Service in 1940.
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developed to the greatest extent possible and that road, water, sanitary facilities and other conveniences be made available on big game

refuges.

(25,

p. 26)

The plight of waterfowl during the 1930's and the opportunity
to do something to alleviate

it - -made

possible by the Migratory Bird

Conservation Act, depression public works programs and emergency
funds appropriated for refuge purchase and development -- directed

official attention away from recreational possibilities and use toward more immediately pressing problems.
of refuges

(28, p.

as the only outdoor

Except for mention in 1937

recreation areas in some localities

41), only passing notice was given to public recreational

use until after World War II.

was responsible for

a

Relaxation of wartime restrictions

marked increase in the immediate post war years

which has continued, though less rapidly, with only one pause to date.
Nineteen forty -six saw fishing man-days on refuges jump 75 percent
and the fish catch 170 percent over those of 1945.

grew from 167,000 in 1945 to one million in 1951.
use

Other recreational

continued to increase at similar rates and taxed the Service's

capacity to maintain the basic resources.
31,

Fishing man -days

p.

285;

32, p.

329)

(29,

p.

280;

30, p.

300;

Cleanup, patrol, fire prevention and general

maintenance problems were created, while appropriations did not provide for them. (32, p. 329)

Complete statistics on recreational use were first compiled for
1951

and separate Wildlife Leaflets have been devoted to them each

year since 1954.

hunting on refuges

The growth in total public use and fishing and
is

shown in Figure II.

The slight decline in 1962
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was attributed to

a

cold summer which saw visits at the Upper Missis-

sippi Wildlife and Fish Refuge drop by more than one million visitors.

(48)

Visitor Days.
Millions
15-

10-

0-+

54

Figure

2.

55

56

58

57

60

59

61

62

63

Public use of National Wildlife Refuges, 1954 -1963.
(45,

46, 47, 48,

49)

Reflecting the light population density, only eight percent of
all visits occurred

in the Pacific Region.9

more important here than elsewhere.

In 1963

Hunting
it

is

relatively

accounted for four

percent of total visits nationally but 12 percent in the Pacific

Region.

Corresponding figures for fishing are 29 percent nationally,

20 percent in the Pacific Region.

(49)

Facilities for refuge visitors have been few and primitive by
the standards set

in some

state parks.

This results from non- appro-

priation of funds for facilities and recreation personnel.
9

Arizona, California,

As noted,

Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washington
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authorization for such funds has now been obtained although none have
as yet been provided.

Facilities, including specific plans (as of

1960) through 1964 are

indicated by Table V.

with present area and under 1960 conditions

TABLE V.

Long range potential
is

indicated in Table VI.

FACILITIES ON NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGES.(67,

p.

20 -44,

72 -92)

Number
Refuges
Facility
Picnic grounds
Swimming beaches,

Having,

1960

74

pools

20

Campgrounds
Trailer camps
Hotels, motels,
lodges
Cabins
Historic sites
Archaeologic

76
16

20
32
4

sites
Trails for
hiking
Roads
Winter sports
sites
*

of

1

47
127

Capacity

Percent

by 1964,
Visitors
59,000

Capacity

of U.S.

1.4

8,000
14,000
2,600

0.6

1,100

1.4

*

*

500

*

*

*

170
(miles)

1.1
1.7

*
*

4

Figures round off to zero

TABLE VI.

NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE FACILITIES, LONG RANGE
CAPACITY POSSIBLE WITH 1960 ACREAGE AND
CONDITIONS.(67, p. 72)

1960

Facility
Acreage
Picnic grounds
6,310
Campgrounds
4,450
Swimming beaches,
pools
2,140
Winter sports
sites
690
$

*

Rounds to zero

Long Range
Capacity
98,000
54,000
27,000
1,000

Percent of
Long Range
U.S. Capacity
1.6
0.8

1.5

*
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When funds are forthcoming for recreational development initial
emphasis is to be given to interpretive programs and facilities such
as

visitor centers, exhibits,

ings,

Other facilities will

leaflets, maps, and tour information.

be considered where
a

auditoriums for lectures and film show-

the need is

great, which indicates acceptance

of

wider responsibility in outdoor recreation than has previously

been conceded.

(36,

p.

support interpretation,

257)

Facilities and services which directly

fishing, or hunting activity will be pro-

vided and managed either by the Service, State conservation agencies,
or by non -profit organizations under appropriate arrangements.

(37)

Concessionaires are encouraged on wildlife refuge areas where
there is

demonstrated justified need for large scale recreational

a

activities such as boat rentals, swimming facilities, conducted
tours of special natural attractions,
food, lodging,

and related service.

shelters, tables, trailer lots,

Contracting

is done

through the

Department of the Interior and when so done may allow for the charging of fees commensurate with the cost of furnishing the services,

providing

fair profit to the concessionaire and an equitable re-

a

turn to the governemnt.

(37)

or policy for concessionaires

Because of lack of clear authorization
at the time,

there were only 40 con-

tracts out in 1960, covering concessions from small boating facilities for

a

few fishermen to

Havasu, Arizona.

a

multimillion dollar resort at Lake

Most buildings are built by concessionaires but

two at Malheur are owned by the Service and one has been recently

built in Illinois by

cessionaires

is

it.

Title to buildings constructed by con-

held by them until the lease

is

terminated.

Rental
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varies from two to six percent of gross revenue, depending on the
type of concession.

(65, p.

36 -37)

The Accelerated Public Works program has made possible the con-

struction of six visitor centers on refuges although these funds are
available only in economically depressed areas.

gram also offers possibilities
program

is

The Job Corps pro-

for recreational development.

The

more educationally oriented than was the CCC program,

however, so that work

is

less

important.

Camp selection is subject

to local approval, which may prevent its use in some areas.

(7)

Facilities and other recreational development have been furnished by local governments and civic organizations

vision of refuge personnel.

under the super-

Such development has been significant

on the Upper Mississippi River Wildlife Refuge, which stretches for

284 miles along the river from Wabasha, Minn. to Rock Island, Ill.
and receives one -sixth of all refuge visitors each year.
the

79 access

Most of

points and boat launching ramps there were constructed

and are maintained by conservation and civic groups.

Very often

maintenance of donated facilities reverts to refuge personnel.
Specific donations of land and money for recreational use or other
purposes are occasionally made to refuges.

(49)

All privately developed or financed facilities must be open to
use by the public and

in compliance with refuge regulations.

Some

Service personnel are hesitant in permitting such development because
of the possible

loss of complete control or ill feeling which may

result from it.

They would rather build the facilities and avoid
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such difficulties.1°

Funds,

The direct importance

however, would not always permit this.

of refuges to outdoor recreation

varies with the activity considered.

nationally

With four percent of the inter-

mediate and resource -based recreational land in 1960, refuges received two percent of the total visitors, 0.7 percent of all fisher-

men and 29 percent of all waterfowl hunters.
60, p.

(11,

p.

59 -60;

46;

81)

Indirect contributions to outdoor recreation are probably as
great as the direct ones.

As noted earlier, at certain periods of

the year half the continent's waterfowl are dependent upon the refuges.
As overall waterfowl

use

the Pacific Flyway states,

dependent upon refuges.

greatest by far for refuges located in

is

a

larger proportion of waterfowl here are

(11, p.

11)

In 1963,

620,000 persons hunted

on land within one mile of National Wildlife Refuge boundaries

addition to the 500,000 who hunted on the refuges proper.
It may be

in

(49)

inferred that the great majority of the more than two mil-

lion ducks and nearly 300,000 geese bagged by hunters

Flyway states were refuge supported.

in the Pacific

The importance of refuges to

waterfowl hunting will grow as they become

a

larger share of total

habitat.
The fisherman -days on National Wildlife Refuges in 1960 were

more than the total of nine states, and two and one -half times that
on National Parks.

(68, p.

73 -74)

Indirect benefits to fishing are

probably slight but stocking of refuge waters should have some effect
10

Scharff, John, Refuge Manager, Malheur National Wildlife Refuge.
Personal Interview. Burns, Oregon, Sept. 15, 1964.
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in increasing fish numbers

in connected waters.

Of indeterminant but significant recreational value are the

contributions refuge aided wildlife makes to nearly all outdoor
pursuits, movies made of refuge wildlife, and photographs and articles

based upon wildlife.

If habitat acreage

continues to dwindle

refuges

will become increasingly important to public outdoor recreation,

relatively

as well

as

absolutely.
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V.

THE MALHEUR NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE

Introduction

The Malheur National Wildlife Refuge lies in Harney Basin and

County near the eastern edge of Oregon's High Lava Plains, which
cover nearly one -tenth of the state's area in its center and southeast.

The Plains consist of extensive

8,000 years old, which have formed

a

lava flows,

some no more than

high plateau.

They are charac-

terized by cinder cones, exposed lava flows interspersed among sagebrush plains, and drainage basins (bolsons) with lakes

(playas)

whose dimensions vary seasonally --and over longer periods of time- -

depending upon precipitation.

The Malheur Refuge

lies almost en-

tirely on the floor of one of these boisons more than 4,000 feet
above sea

level.

The Refuge includes two large, shallow playas--

Malheur and Harney Lakes -- smaller Mud Lake, and the marshy areas

which border the lakes and extend 45 miles to the south along the
Donner and Blitzen River.
The Blitzen,

as the Donner

and Blitzen is commonly called,

and

the Silvies River are the primary sources of water for the lakes.

Both enter Malheur Lake.

The Blitzen rises in the Steens Mountain

to the south, the Silvies

in the Blue Mountains to the north.

mally

both are fed by snow melt all summer long although total

amounts reaching the lakes vary greatly.

In the years of plentiful

water, overflow from Malheur runs into Mud and Harney Lakes.
in and

Nor-

Springs

adjacent to Malheur and Harney Lakes contribute the only

water which reaches them in exceptionally dry years.

Silver Creek,
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which rises in the desert to the west of Harney Lake formerly made
minor contribution but

it

before reaching the lake.

is

now nearly always diverted for irrigation

Mud Lake

often dry.

is

saline with Harney the most brackish.
The Refuge contains

a

(8,

p.

The lakes are all

18 -22)

185,000 acres of managed wildlife habitat,

most importantly marsh for waterfowl, but

including also irrigated

hay meadows, sagebrush and juniper uplands, greasewood flats, areas

with rabbitbrush and giant wild ryegrass, rimrocks with crevices and
caves, willow- bordered streams and canals, and cultivated areas.
All combine to form

a

varied habitat for birds and mammals ranging in

size from mule deer (very rarely elk)

to shrews.

(40)

Optimum habitat for varied wildlife, particularly migratory
waterfowl,

is

the Refuge management objective.

The most important

technique, water control, has been so completely successful that when

sufficient water

is

available levels can be maintained as desired

over at least 95 percent of the Refuge.

Other management techniques

include seeding of meadow, marsh and upland; weed control; predator

control; carp control

in

Malheur Lake

(a

major problem); and control,

through harvest, of wildlife populations that become too large.11

Haying and grazing under permit are major operations on the
refuge.

As many as 35,000 cattle are grazed during low water periods

in summer and fall.

Hay production

is

rotated with marsh over large

areas every few years to control growth of unpalatable marsh vegetation.

Several hundred acres of small grains are share cropped each

year.

The Refuge's one -fourth to one -third share is normally left

11

Scharff.
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standing as autumn feed for migratory birds or harvested for feeding
The Refuge

in emergencies.

is

on purchased land and not used

former owners.
dental

also

a

landlord.

in Refuge

Ranch steads existing

operations

are rented to the

One- fourth of all income realized from these inci-

operations

is

returned to Harney County.

It amounts to

30,000 to 40,000 dollars yearly, probably at least as much as taxes

would yield were the land privately owned.12

Although the first reports of Harney Basin were inauspicious,
the wildlife wealth of the Refuge site was recognized at an early

date.

A party led by Peter Skene Ogden, traversing central and

eastern Oregon in 1826 in search of beaver pelts for the Hudson's
Bay Company, reported Indians in
lack of game.

a

large encampment starving from

They saw bison bones in the lake bed and were told

that bison had been common during the older Indians'

lifetimes.

Discovery of many bison skeletons when Malheur Lake was dry in the
1930's

confirmed this report.

Also found

in the

lake bed

in the

1930's were grizzly bear and elk remains, indicative both of

a

great

wealth of big game at one time and the seriousness of drought conditions in the area from time to time.

(39)

Miners enroute from California to Idaho's gold fields in the
1850's gave more favorable reports than did Ogden.

California stock-

men- responded eagerly to the descriptions sent back of broad,
well= watered valleys, hills covered with nourishing grasses and abundant game.

Among those who settled in Harney Basin was Peter French,

to establish his famous P -Ranch in the Blitzen Valley and on
12

Scharff.
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surrounding hills.

Indian wars following settlement brought the U. S.

Army to the basin in the middle
20 miles north

of Malheur Lake.

1860's and Fort Harney was established
(39)

Charles E. Bendire, an army

lieutenant keenly interested in wildlife, took notes from 1874 -1877

which provide the first detailed information on birds in the area.
He recorded

191 bird species and noted that many birds which normally

nested farther north found the Steens Mountain alpine climate and
landscape suitable for nesting.

(1)

Publication of Bendire's notes made the lakes justly famous as
one of the continent's biological wonders but

hunters for the millinery trade.

it

also attracted plume

The egrets were nearly exterminated;

terns and grebes were greatly reduced in numbers.

Rich harvests of

beaver, otter, mink, and muskrat were taken by trappers; settlers
shot wildlife indiscriminately and diverted the already scarce water
for irrigation,

causing the loss of much nesting and feeding habitat.

(39)

The critical situation, made known nationally by interested

wildlife conservationists, resulted in the setting aside of Malheur
and Harney Lakes as

a

preserve and breeding ground for native birds

by Theodore Roosevelt's executive order in 1908.

nished but no development was undertaken.

A warden was fur-

Continued diversion of

water from the Silvies and the Blitzen Rivers before
lake caused,

1912 to 1934.

it

reached the

along with long droughts, almost continuous drying from
(12,

p.

41)

It was recognized

in the Biological Sur-

vey that water rights to the Blitzen River's flow must be acquired
if

the Refuge were to fulfill its purpose but funds were not made

available and nothing was done aside from
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study of other possible

a

means of augmenting the lakes' water supply.

Diversion continued

until the danger to waterfowl nationally in the 1930's brought about

appropriations for acquisition of

P

-Ranch holdings

Valley from Peter French's successors in 1935.

in the Blitzen

With the ranch came

the water rights to most of the Blitzen's runoff and assurance that

habitat could be protected.

Three CCC camps were established on the

refuge thereafter and were responsible

for the construction of the

extensive water control system, new roads,
tower, stone headquarters buildings,

a

site for

a

dam,

a

lookout

bridges, reservoirs,

and

In 1936 the best habitat conditions in ten years

cattle guards.

existed on the Refuge, and since then, though dry periods have recurred
and the quality and amount of habitat have varied,
has provided habitat even when Malheur Lake
the

is

at

the Blitzen Valley

low water.

15,000 acre "00" Ranch west of Harney Lake was acquired.

In 1941

Warm

springs there provide necessary open water for wintering waterfowl
and the area

area.

is

an important breeding and migratory waterfowl feeding

Only minor acquisitions have since occurred, primarily of in-

holdings which have

interfered with effective management.

Outhold-

ings acquired along with P -Ranch and "00" Ranch are slowly being dis-

posed of, mostly by transfer to the BLM.
As

it

stands, the Malheur Refuge

waterfowl refuges

in the

is

(27,

Marshall.

important

country, both for breeding grounds and as

and mammalian wildlife,

a

With its added wealth

the Refuge

opportunity in Oregon for wildlife observation.13
13

43 -44; 28, p. 41:.44)

one of the most

resting and feeding site for migratory birds.
of other birds

p.

provides the best
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Refuge Recreation Resources.

Introduction
As
life

is

true for most refuges, the recreation potential

at Malheur far

outdistances that of any other feature.

of wild-

The

opportunity for wildlife based activities -- observation, photography,
hunting, and fishing --is always excellent for the first two and
often good for the latter.
of tie area

The wildlife, climate,

make camping and picnicking enjoyable.

and scenic values

The Refuge

is,

however, too marshy for swimming and boating and for hiking except

along roads.

Both Refuge geology and historical sites are minor added attractions.

The geology of the Harney Basin and Steens Mountain

is

suf-

ficiently interesting to independently attract visitors, as are the
alpine terrain, mountain wildflowers, and picturesque aspen of

Steens Mountain.
form

a

Taken together, the refuge and its adjacent areas

recreation resource which offers

door enjoyment.

a

fine opportunity for out-
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Wildlife and Habitat
A bufflehead flies up from a pond beating swift wings against
In quick succession a honker, a canvasback,
the Oregon sky.
and a mallard rise excitedly from the marshes.
The air is a
crescendo of wild song. Geese (Canadas and Snows) call
their indescribable, haunting críes, indicative of marshes
and winds and wet earthy pungent scents.
Ducks answer from
reeds and rushes.
Longbilled curlews, gulls, and cranes
contribute to the general, beautifully deafening concert,
with scores of redwinged blackbirds, killdeers, and sandpipers joining with lighter grace notes.
As thousands
of birds maneuver wings against the water and reach for the
sky, the music increases in cascades of volume.
As you
listen and watch, the sun becomes clouded with birds, and
you are reminded of early American tales of times when
passenger pigeons choked the skies and game of every description crowded the landscape.
(19)
.

Such

is

one evaluation of the wildlife

.

.

at Malheur.

It

serves

to vividly emphasize Malheur's chief recreation' resource.

As

site for observing Oregon's birds, Malheur

The Refuge

ranks supreme.

a

has contributed more to ornithological knowledge than any other area
in

Oregon and the bird life that has made this possible

upon which the recreational possibilities depend.
bird species,

is

the one

Of Oregon's 425

226 are seen on the Refuge with some regularity.

One- hundred species normally are found throughout the year, with 85
more present during three seasons, 72 of these
fall, the important recreation seasons.
in

only two seasons

12 as

of the

in spring,

summer, and

Thirty -two others are found

year --13 during spring and fall migrations,

wintering birds found in fall and winter or winter and spring,

six as summering birds observable during summer and either spring or
fall.

winter.
are

One,

the Red Crossbill,

has been observed only

in summer and

Of the eleven birds which visit only in one season, nine

seen in the fall, two in the winter.

(38)
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The birds for which Malheur

is

most famous are the Sandhill

Crane., the Trumpeter Swan (an introduced species), and ducks and
geese.

It

is the

most important nesting area in Oregon for waterfowl,

for herons, egrets,

grebes, terns, and other marsh birds.

It

is

the

only Oregon nesting site for the White -faced Ibis, Franklin's Gull,
the Horned Grebe,
in Oregon where

and the Trumpeter Swan.

It

also the only place

is

such stragglers as the Baltimore Oriole, Phainopepela,

and Black -throated Blue Warbler have been observed.14

Total bird populations as well as numbers of species reach
their maximum in spring and fall when more than

often use the refuge.
year period

a

million birds

Populations fluctuate wildly.

In the eleven

inclusive of 1953 and 1963 the peak swan population

varied from 18,000 to 765; ducks from 618,000 to 52,185; coots from
415,000 to 13,000; and geese,
from 136,500 to 34,400.

in the

adjacent years 1954 and 1955,

(58)

In spring 207 species visit the

Refuge --86 are abundant or

common15 and could hardly be missed by the least trained observer.
Another 48 species are listed as of uncommon occurrence but

a

ful, patient observer could expect to see most of them during

visit of several days.

14

a

(38)

Fall finds 211 species on the Refuge,
at no other time,

care-

including nine observable

90 abundant or common and 47 uncommon.

(38)

Marshall.
The five terms, abundant, common, uncommon, occasional,
and rare,
are based upon judgement by long term personnel of the Refuge and do
not refer to exact numerical classes.
(18)
15
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In summer, with the migratory birds gone farther north, neither
bird populations nor the number of species

winter, but both are still impressive.

One

is

so great as

in fall or

hundred eighty species

visit the Refuge, 73 are abundant or common, 48 are uncommon.

Except

for 12 species of ducks, whose best breeding and nesting areas are

farther north, and 14 other species, the 115 species which nest on
the Refuge are all as

and fall and the

Winter

is

or more

abundant in summer than during spring

opportunity to observe young birds

the

is

excellent.

low point of the year although it is the only

season when the Snow Bunting and Goshawk occasionally visit.
five species abundant

Ring- necked

(30

in

The

winter are the House Sparrow, Magpie,

Pheasant, California Quail, and the Canada Goose, all

easily observed elsewhere

in eastern Oregon, as are

species listed as common on the Refuge then.

(38)

some of the 14

The following

tables indicate the extent of the opportunity to observe the various
birds during the four seasons.
included in Appendix II.)

(The entire Refuge bird list is
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TABLE VII,

NESTING BIRDS ABUNDANT OR COMMON ON THE MALHEUR REFUGE
IN SPRING, SUMMER, AND FALL, INCLUSIVE.
(38)

Eared Grebe
Western Grebe
Pied -billed Grebe
White Pelican
Double- Crested Cormorant
Great Blue Heron
Common Egret
Snowy Egret
Black- crowned Night Heron
Trumpeter Swan
Canada Goose
Mallard
Gadwall
Pintail
Cinnamon Teal
American Widgeon
Shoveler
Redhead
Canvasback
Lesser Scaup
Ruddy Duck
Common Merganser
Turkey Vulture
Red -tailed Hawk
Swainson's Hawk
Golden Eagle
Marsh Hawk
Sage Grouse
California Quail
Ring- necked Pheasant
Chukar
Sandhill Crane
Sora
American Coot
Killdeer
Common Snipe
Long -billed Curlew
Spotted Sandpiper
Willet
American Avocet
Wilson's Phalarope
California Gull
Ring -billed Gull
Forster's Tern
Black Tern
Mourning Dove
Great Horned Owl
Burrowing Owl

Long -eared Owl
Short -eared Owl
Poor -will
Common Nighthawk
Belted Kingfisher
Red- shafted Flicker
Eastern Kingbird
Western Kingbird
Say's Phoebe
Traill's Flycatcher
Dusky Flycatcher
Gray Flycatcher
Western Wood Pewee
Horned Lark
Violet -green Swallow
Tree Swallow
Barn Swallow
Cliff Swallow
Black Billed Magpie
Common Raven
Common Crow
House Wren
Long -billed Marsh Wren
Rock Wren
Sage Thrasher
Robin
Mountain Bluebird
Loggerhead Shrike
Starling
Warbling Vireo
Yellow Warbler
Audobon's Warbler
Ye l l owthr oat
Yellow- breasted Chat
Wilson's Warbler
House Sparrow
Western Meadowlark
Yellow- headed Blackbird
Brewer's Blackbird
Brown- Headed Cowbird
House Finch
American Goldfinch
Savannah Sparrow
Sage Sparrow
Chipping Sparrow
Brewer's Sparrow
Song Sparrow
Redwinged Blackbird
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TABLE VIII.

BIRDS NESTING LOCALLY AND ABUNDANT, COMMON, OR
UNCOMMON DURING SUMMER AND POSSIBLY ONE OTHER
SEASON BUT NOT BOTH SPRING AND FALL. (38)

American Bittern
White -faced Ibis
Blue-winged Teal
Snowy Plover
Black- necked Stilt
Franklin's Gull
Caspian Tern

TABLE IX.

BIRDS NOT LISTED PREVIOUSLY -- ABUNDANT, COMMON, OR
UNCOMMON IN BOTH SPRING AND FALL BUT NOT IN SUMMER
*Indicates nesting locally (38)

Whistling Swan
White- fronted Goose
Snow Goose
Ross' Goose

Green -winged Teal*
Common Goldene ye
Bufflehead
Sharp- shinned Hawk
Rough -legged Hawk
Greater Yellowlegs

TABLE X.

Downy Woodpecker
Rough- winged Swallow
Western Bluebird
Bobolink
Bullock's Oriole
Red -breasted Nuthatch

Lewis' Woodpecker

Hermit Thrush
Ruby- crowned Kinglet
Solitary Vireo
MacGillivray's Warbler
Pine S is k in
Vesper Sparrow*
Lark Sparrow*
Oregon Junco
Fox Sparrow*

BIRDS NOT LISTED PREVIOUSLY-- ABUNDANT, COMMON, OR
UNCOMMON IN SPRING, FALL, OR WINTER. (38)
Spring
Prairie Falcon
Lazuli Bunting
Evening Grosbeak

Winter
Bald Eagle
Evening Grosbeak

Fall
Cooper's Hawk
Townsend's Solitaire
Golden- crowned Kinglet
Cedar Waxwing
Water Pipit
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The most interesting of the 51 mammals resident at Malheur are

pronghorn antelope, mule deer, badger, bobcat, beaver, and muskrat.
Three Texas longhorn cattle are kept at the P -Ranch station.

All

the native mammals listed can be observed at all times of the year

by

a

patient observer though mule deer are much the easiest to see.

During an early morning drive from Refuge Headquarters to the P -Ranch
station in late September,
of antelope commonly browse

common along the Blitzen.

1964,

51

mule deer were observed.

in the Headquarters

A pair

area and beaver are

Trapping permits are sometimes necessary

to control the muskrat population, with several thousand

taken when trapping is permitted.

usually

A muskrat population is apparently

necessary for the maintenance of waterfowl habitat at optimum levels.
A few mink and long -tailed weasel sometimes live on the Refuge but
*

they are not easily seen.
in Appendix III.

(40)

(The Refuge mammal

list is included

Bird and mammal counts by seasons for 1963 are

included in Appendix IV.)
The habitat basic to the wildlife resource consists of marsh,
upland, water,

and the

associated plant and animal life.

the entire Refuge is underlain by alluvial fill,

depths of two feet in some places has formed.

Virtually

upon which peat to

From where

it

enters

the alluvial basin the Blitzen was naturally sluggish and meandered

through swampy plain all the way to Malheur Lake.

Canals now shorten

the Blitzen's course and channel its water from dam impounded reser-

voirs and diversions to control water upon the plain as desired.
Sago pondweed is the single most important marsh vegetation.

Waterfowl

use of the Refuge

is

largely dependent upon the amount of

54
it

available, as

is

shown by the results of

a

five year

Malheur Lake from 1955 to 1960, summarized in Table XI.

study on
Sago can

endure dry spells of several years duration and return prolifically
when water becomes available.
two or three years after such

It is most palatable during the first
a

Opposite characteristics

return.

found in relatively unpalatable bulrush, which
and tends to crowd out other vegetation,

several years of continuous growth.

is

killed by drought

including sago, after

Optimum feeding conditions can

be

provided by

is

applied for several years and then withdrawn for several years

a

over much of the

rotation system used in the Blitzen Valley.

Valley marsh areas.16

Water

The same rotation occurs

naturally in Malheur Lake and other playas in the area although
not regular and therefore does not result

TABLE XI.

1957 -58
1958 -59
1959 -60

Acres of
Pondweed
15,000
23,000
6,500
0

5,000

it

is

in optimum feed production.

SAGO PONDWEED AND WATERFOWL USE ON MALHEUR LAKE.

Year
1955 -56
1956 -57

are

(58)

Waterfowl
Use Days
60,145,000
66,668,000
39,520,000
20,747,000
28,485,000

Four distinct habitat areas exist on the Refuge;

the Blitzen

Valley, Malheur Lake, Mud and Harney Lakes, and the "00" Unit.

The

Blitzen Valley covers nearly one -third of the Refuge with 60,000
acres and provides the most varied wildlife habitat.

It is normally

more than one -third marsh and more than one -half upland, with natural

meadow during low water in late summer and fall.
16

Duebbert.

17

Scharff.

A number of widely

7

55

scattered alfalfa meadows, willow thickets and willow -lined streams
provide feed and cover for deer.
for beaver and muskrat.

The streams and ponds are excellent

Rímrock, sagebrush and

desert grass provide

habitat for upland game birds, rabbits and coyotes.

The Valley is

the most important waterfowl production area --the hatching area for

about two- thirds of all Refuge ducks and geese and one -fourth of all
coots.

Swans and marsh birds also use the area for nesting.

one -third of the waterfowl

use days occur there and

it

is

About

even more

important in low water years when Malheur Lake does not provide its
usual feeding ground.18

Boca Lake

is

Blitzen Valley.

the only large body of permanent water in the
It serves as

a

reservoir for inundating lower areas

and provides an excellent feeding and brood rearing area for water-

fowl.

It reaches

14 feet

but with little success.

in depth and has been stocked with trout,

The rest of the Valley's 2,000 acres of

permanent ponds vary in depth from
p. 22,

a

few inches to two feet.

Several hundred acres of small grains

35)

by share crop permittees

in the Valley.

are

usually grown

The Refuge's share

standing for fall feed or harvested for emergency feeding.

Reservoir,

a

90

(8,

is

left

Krumbo

acre impoundment intended primarily for water storage,

and 17 miles of the Blitzen, Bridge Creek, and East Canal provide

fishing opportunity, with stocking, on the Ref uge.19

19

Scharff.

20

Duebbert.
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Figure 10.

Malheur Lake
lows

Blitzen Valley looking west toward Frenchglen
from P -Ranch tower.

is

the most

important Refuge feeding area and fol-

the Blitzen Valley closely in importance

tion area.

It forms

a

as a

large shallow marsh with

depth of only about six feet in most years.
and was farmed during the 1930's drought.

a

waterfowl produc-

maximum water

It became

entirely dry

The surface area varies

from 60,000 acres in wet periods to nothing in dry periods, with
often only slightly less variation seasonally.
habitat vary with the water level.
area is classified as upland.
of the reduction in waterfowl

treating the lake with poisons

In dry years much of the Lake

Carp are

a

continuing problem because

feed they cause.
is

Marsh and upland

Periodic control by

necessary and usually conducted at

low water when the area to be treated covers

a

minimum area.

Access

to nesting areas is available to coyotes and other predators at low

60

water.20
As Malheur occassionally

slightly saline.
as

overflows into Harney Lake it

life

is

are

significant

a

Fresh

direct feed source and microscopic animal

in the food cha in.

21

.1

416

..--'f t
Figure 11.

20
21

Duebbert.
Duebbert.

only

It contains both emergent and submergent vegetation

waterfowl feed, with sago pondweed the most important.

water crustaceans

is

11 r

`!

West end of Malheur Lake from Headquarters
tower.
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East end of Malheur Lake from Headquarters
tower.

Harney Lake
Basin.

ñ

the ultimate sump for runoff in the Harney

is

Its water

pedition lacking

is

therefore highly saline although

a

military ex-

better source was able to use it for horses and

a

The water is toxic to vegetation and the shores barren

men in 1864.

except around the several thermal springs where dilution permits the
growth of tules

(bulrush) and other water vegetation.

(17, p. 23)

Fresh water shrimp serve as food for some diving waterfowl.
water much of the Harney Lake bed
covered only with
heur but

is

a

salt crust.

is

At

classified as upland but

Mud Lake is actually

a

low

is

bay of Mal-

often dry and like Harney in its lack of waterfowl use

and production.22

The "00" Unit resembles the Blitzen Valley although there
22

Duebbert.

is
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proportionately less water, marsh, and willow thicket.
Creek

the principal

is

source of water for "00" ponds.

provide open water for wintering waterfowl.
important spring migration

TABLE XII.

Warm Springs
Warm springs

The Unit serves as an

and production area.

HABITAT TYPES ON THE MALHEUR NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE,
YEAR ENDING AUGUST 31, 1964.
ACREAGE. (57)

Upland*
36,367
26,300
47,100
16,000

Unit

Blitzen
Malheur
Harney -Mud
"00"

Total

125.767

Marsh
20,675
16,500

Habitat
Crops

100
2,400

0

Water
2,480
11,000
1,000

0

900

Total
60,282
54,000
48,300
19,300

49.675

960

15.480

181.882

760
200

*Upland is all uncultivated terrain lying above the plant
communities requiring seasonal submergence or a completely
saturated soil condition a part of each year, and includes
lands whose temporary flooding facilitates use of non aquatic type foods.

Wildlife use of the Refuge, even among separate species of the
same waterfowl family, varies from unit to unit depending upon suit-

ability of the particular habitat.

Though Harney Lake

cant in total use and production it is very important as
area for the Pintail and Ruddy ducks.

insignifi-

is

a

feeding

Few deer are found outside

the Blitzen Valley while antelope are found

in more

open, drier areas.

Some of the variations are indicated by Tables XIII, XIV, and XV.

TABLE XIII.

WATERFOWL USE DAYS ON THE MALHEUR NATIONAL WILDLIFE
REFUGE FOR THE YEAR ENDING AUGUST 31, 1964.
(58)

Use Days (Millions)

Percent by Units
Blitzen Malheur Harney -Mud "00"

Ducks
Geese
Swans
Coots

(

.1)

25
38
36

(

7.5)

51

Total

(29.7)

aa

(18.6)
(
3.5)

63

1

44
46
38

5

..

.

1

11
13
17

1

10

2

11

63

TABLE XIV.

WATERFOWL PRODUCTION ON THE MALHEUR NATIONAL
WILDLIFE REFUGE FOR THE YEAR ENDING AUGUST 31,
1964.

(58)

Production
Ducks (31,335)
Geese ( 1,800)
Swans (
6)
Coots (25,000)

76

25
20

100
24

-72

Total (88,341)

49

45

*

TABLE XV.

Percent by Units
Blitzen Malheur Harney -Mud "00"
67

*
--

8

4
-4

*

6

Rounds to zero

SOME DUCK AND GOOSE USE DAYS ON THE MALHEUR NATIONAL
WILDLIFE REFUGE, SPRING AND FALL, 1959.
(52)

Percent by Units
Blitzen Malheur Harney -Mud "00"

Season
Spring,

Duck

13

53

12

22

35
30

47
48

7

11

3

19

1

97

1

1

6

50
15

9

9

35
66

10

0

0

100

0

Fall

Canada Goose
Mallard Duck
Gadwall Duck
Pintail Duck
A. Widgeon Duck
Ruddy Duck
At Refuge Headquarters
of the bird

and mammal species common to the Refuge

and constantly augmented.

pairs,

an excellent museum containing specimens

life stages,

is

maintained

It contains specimens of nests, eggs,

standing birds and flying birds as well as

photographs of birds and mammals in their habitat, eggs in the nest,
and some specimens of birds very rare

or accidental

The Refuge's major food plants --sago pondweed,

on the Refuge.

alkali bulrush, widg-

eon grass, water smartweed, hardstem bulrush, common spikerush,
muskgrass

and saltgrass --are all represented.

of fine arrowheads,

There are four plates

spear heads, scrapers, knives, and awls which

64

have been found on the Refuge.

The museum has received many lauda-

tory comments from the registrants.

Oakland's park naturalist, there

is

In the opinion of Paul Covel,

no better refuge museum.

(55)

J

447

Figure 13.

7

Display pool at Refuge Headquarters.
The
photographer's blind is in the right background.

A display pond, valuable to photographers,

Refuge Headquarters.

is

maintained at

Here pinioned specimens are kept and fed and

the feeding also attracts many non -pinioned birds.

The Audubon

Society, with considerable Refuge help, has furnished
blind.

a

photographic

Particularly when the weather prevents use of Refuge roads,

visitors may see only the museum and display pond.
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Climate
The climate at Malheur

is

a

mixed blessing to the potential

The veteran desert dweller, able to get up in

recreationist.

a

warm

house and acclimated to the extreme aridity of the desert air or

accustomed to take steps against its effects,
climate ideal, at least in summer and fall.

is

likely to find the

Days are warm and even

hot but seldom torrid, while sensible temperature out of the sun is

nearly always pleasant.
sleeping with

a

light blanket.

from more humid areas
His

Nights are cool to chill, wonderful for

is

The summer vacationist newly arrived

likely to feel somewhat less enthusiastic.

lips will chap and crack and his skin will feel dry and scaly.

The unmitigated rays of the afternoon sun are likely to warm him

excessively by direct insolation, particularly
glare

is

a

problem even with sunglasses.

the first stages

if he

wears no hat, and

The respite offered him in

of the cool evening may seem wonderful until, with

the coming of darkness, the copiously prevalent mosquitoes begin

Upon awaking at five in the morning, sore from

their attacks.

a

night of sleeping on small rocks and unable to remain in his sleeping bag, he will

crawl out into frigid temperatures and will likely

be miserable until the rising sun furnishes him with welcome heat at

about seven.

The modern camper, with air mattress, camp cot or

camper will fare much better, and despite the indicated vicissitudes
most persons fond of the outdoors can enjoy the fine mornings and
the late afternoons and evenings almost guaranteed free from rain or

even clouds.
At Headquarters, temperature and precipitation records have

66

been kept and reported to the Weather Bureau for 27 years including

Precipitation at P -Ranch has been recorded for 22 years,

1963.

temperature for eight years.
of record

Precipitation at P -Ranch for the periods

slightly higher than at Headquarters, particularly in

is

March and April, with yearly totals of 11.26 and 9.00 inches respectively.

Winter temperatures are also warmer at

four degrees.

P -Ranch by about

Otherwise, weather data from the Refuge's southern

and northern ends

indicate almost identical climates.

(72,

73)

Absolute maximum summer temperatures recorded at Headquarters
are

98,

100,

and 104 for June, July, and August respectively but the

mean maxima are 74.0, 85.5,

and 84.4.

Absolute minima are 28, 36,

and 30 with mean minima of 49.5, 46.0, and 38.3.

sunshine in July

is

above 90 percent.

(15,

(72,

73)

Available

p. 33)

For those free to visit the Refuge in autumn, September and

October offer the best weather conditions, as well as providing,
after the fall migration begins

than summer to observe

a

in October,

a

better opportunity

great variety of wildlife.

Temperatures

are lower, making nights colder, days not so hot but still pleasantly

warm.

Furthermore, there has normally been adequate frost to render

the area mosquito free.

Spring,

the time when most groups visit the

eral raw and chilly.

Although April

is

refuge,

is

in gen-

quite dry, maximum precipi-

tation comes in May, usually in the form of light, wind -driven rain.
The wind

is

ever present and

is

cold and usually moist.

There are

nice days too, with temperatures reaching the 80's, but the mean

April and May maxima are 61.5 and 68.5, the mean minima 30.8 and
37.9.

(72)
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Winter offers few attractions to the general recreationist.
Temperatures are often below zero and seldom above 40.

There

is

often snow on the ground, particularly in December and January,

while February and March are usually months of alternating cold rains,
snow and thaws.
percent.

(72)

(15, p. 33)

Available sunshine in January reaches only 45
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Geologic Features
The Refuge and its immediate environs provide excellent explor-

ation opportunities for the amateur geologist.

Eight of Harney

Basin's ten distinct stratigraphic units can be found on the Refuge
proper although, for all but the valley fill in the Donner and

Blitzen Valley and around Malheur and Harney Lakes, they are more
conspicuous just off the Refuge.
or earlier, the

Siliceous extrusives of the Miocene

oldest rocks exposed

basin and about 1,000

in the

feet thick, are found along the eastern edge

of Harney Basin and

also form Palomina Buttes, some eight miles north of the "00" Unit.
Steens Basalt of the Miocene lies unconformably upon them along the

basin's edge and rises to an exposed thickness of more than 3,000
feet from Alvord Desert to the Steens Mountain crest.

from the east into the southern end of the Refuge and
in an

It extends
is

also exposed

impressive escarpment from French Glen to Jackass Mountain,

12

miles north, along the Donner and Blitzen Fault east of State High-

way 205.

(17, Plate 2)

Sedimentary beds of the early Pliocene lie unconformably upon
the Steens Basalt and cover 25 -30 square miles east of Harney Lake.

Projecting through them

as well

as through the

later sedimentary and

rhyolite beds of the Pliocene and through the more recent valley fill
are remnants

of

all

intermediate basaltic breccia member which forms

the Coyote Buttes, Saddle Butte (southern),

and Rattlesnake Butte

and covers

a

and south of Jackass

Mountain.

The late Pliocene sediments are extensively distributed

large area to the north, west,

throughout the south basin.

Together the three beds form the
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Danforth Formation, which varies from 20 to 800 feet in thickness.
It

is extensively stratified, with siltstone,

sandstone,

tuff,

ash,

massive and thin bedded rhyolite, basaltic breccia, basalt, and
It contains a distinctive tuff -breccia

intercalated rhyolite and ash.

member and its lower part is massive rhyolite.

In the south basin,

several large thermal springs are supplied from fault conduits in
the formation.

(17, p.

1

-2, Plate 2)

A fanglomerate is found in the northern part of the basin

immediately above the Danforth Formation but the Harney Formation of

massive basaltic tuff and breccia, sandstone and siltstone, incoherent
gravel and intercalated basalt rests on the Danforth with angular
and erosional unconformity over

Lake with

a

large area to the north of Harney

a

Outliers of

smaller area projecting into the "00" Unit.

the Harney Formation occur in

number of places.

a

of its residual formations are Dog Mountain,

Most conspicuous

Saddle Butte (northern),

Warm Springs Butte, Black Butte, and Wright's Point, the latter
crossed by the road from Burns to Malheur.

(17, p.

1 -2,

Plate 2)

Two of the three most recent lava formations in the basin
lie

just to the east of the Blitzen Valley and project

uge at some points.

into the Ref-

The Voltage field, older of the two, is of

Pleistocene age while the younger, the Diamond Craters flow, may be
post -Pleistocene.
age,

Prominent domes in the older formation near Volt-

now Refuge Headquarters,

about 125 square miles and has

deposited soil.

give
a

the formation its name.

thin,

It covers

discontinuous mantle of wind

Its rocks are somewhat weathered in

a

few places

70

and it

is

overlain with alluvium in others.

Three craters from

which the flow was extruded have been recognized and
this

it

was part of

flow which in closing Malheur Gap, through which the basin was
A

formerly drained by the Malheur River, formed the present basin.
common lava tube forms Malheur Cave near Malheur Gap.

Rimrocks con-

taining 20 to 100 feet thick flows and basaltic columns are common
in both this and older flows

(17, p.

along both sides of the Blitzen Valley.

16)

The Diamond Craters flow is essentially unweathered and covers
25 square miles on the eastern side of the central Blitzen Valley.
Its dominant feature

is

a

lava dome about 400 feet

high whose crest is broken by a linear pit about 2,000
feet long, 600 -700 feet wide, and about 50 feet deep.
Small spatter cones are numerous along the eastern edge
Satellitic cinder cones flank the central
of the field.
lava dome on the south and west, and from them a barren
cinder plain extends southwestward. At some places it is
relatively smooth and composed of ropy lava; still elsewhere it is built from blocky lava with a jagged surface
All these recent volcanic
that is all but impassable.
features stand unscarred by erosion. Very little soil
has formed, but sagebrush and other desert plants grow
(17, p. 16)
here and there.
The area has been described as picturesque and exciting in

a

Refuge bulletin:

Although cold and dead now, many of these lava fields
appear so fresh and vivid as to suggest recent activity;
in places the long streams of wavy, twisted lava tempting one to feel the rough surface to see if it is still
hot.
(39)
The alluvial plain covers the basin's center from Burns to

south of Malheur and Harney Lakes and up the Blitzen Valley to depths
of 300 feet.

It

is

marked throughout with salt encrusted playa beds.

The usually prominent talus slopes of residual hills in arid areas

71

have been covered with alluvium as base level has risen.

Volcanic

ash occurs in the valley fill in several places about three to six
feet below the surface.

(17,

p.

17 -18)

Evidences of long periods with stationary water levels are

Malheur Lake's eastern end

found around the lakes.

crossed by

is

three abandoned beach ridges, most conspicuously Cole and Pelican

Islands with

a

pierced chain of remnant islands between.

An older

and higher beach ridge extends almost to Malheur Gap and is pierced

there by an ill- defined drain that can be traced into the Gap.(an

indication that Malheur Lake has drained eastward recently).

Rem-

nants of it can be seen in several places to the north of Malheur
Lake as well as it blends

into dunes northeast

of Harney Lake.

Four

ridges are also found above Harney Lake but perfect correlation has
not been established.

d.

.: ... _i

(17,

p.
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Upland streams
.

in the basin usually occupy fault -line valleys

and many of the land forms throughout have resulted from recent

movement along the many fault lines or from stripping along inclined
strata and not from planation in horizontal strata.

Dissection has

been accomplished primarily by streams but the upper reach of Kiger
Creek in the Steens flows in
product of

a

valley glacier.

Figure 15.

a

bold U- shaped valley,
(17,

p.

the obvious

17 -18)

Glaciated valley of upper Kiger Creek, viewed
(17, Plate 5)
from the crest of Steens Mountain.

There has been little careful exploration in the area for
artifacts and semi -precious
the gravel

stones.

Some rockhounds commonly search

piles at the Narrows and the museum has some fine speci-

mens of arrow heads, spear heads, and other stone tools gathered on
the Refuge.

Although private rock hunting on the Refuge proper for

73

artifacts and rocks

is

not permitted,

a

good possibility exists that

exploration in the adjacent BLM land would prove fruitful.

(6, p.

25)
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Historical Interest
There are several reminders
on the Refuge.

Headquarters

is

of

Harney Basin's frontier history

located at the site of the Sod House,

built by early pioneer John Weaver in the early 1870's and subsequentits name to several

ly to give

features

in the

Per-

immediate area.

manent Sod House Ranch buildings were constructed during the 1880's
and Voltage Post Office was established there in the
p.

58 -60,

1880's.

(2,

The house, barn, cellar, and corrals are still

168)

.

in

existence.
The "00" was one of Harney Basin's more famous ranches before
its acquisition by the Refuge.

and Hardin,

it

Established in 1875 by Nevadans Riley

gained its greatest fame under John Devine for the

breeding of rangy, high -powered saddle horses.

(2,

p.

63,

137 -138)

Two log buildings constructed after the Bannock Indian War of 1878
remain standing.
The P -Ranch station was chosen by Peter French,

in

partnership

with Hugh Glenn, as headquarters for his first ranching venture in
1872.

French became

a

legendary cattle baron, famous throughout

southeastern Oregon, northern Nevada and northern California.

Through what some considered rough and ready methods, he gained control over extensive rangeland, including much of the Blitzen Valley,

which he drained for pasture and hay production.

endary manner, shot by
some Narrow's land.

a

(2,

He died in

a

squatter who disputed his ownership of
p.

58 -59, 215 -218)

The P- Ranch's original

foundation and chimney can still be seen and the original barn
still

in use.

lege

is

77

At Frenchglen,
a

store and

a

site of additional P -Ranch buildings,

including

post office established in the 1880's, two of the for-

mer P -Ranch buildings acquired by the Refuge with other P -Ranch

holdings are now operated as concessions, one
Both retain

store.

displays

a

a

a

hotel, the other

measure of western frontier flavor.

considerable collection of branding irons.

a

The hotel

From the

store's ceiling hang many small "artifacts" of frontier life.
The aura of the Old West
tices.

lingers

a

little

in some actual prac-

Though tractors and hay balers operate in Refuge fields,

sheep and cattle are herded on the Refuge and nearby from horseback.

Corrals are prominent on ranches

in the

vicinity and both Refuge

personnel and State Game Wardens police the area from horseback
occasionally.
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The Recreation Use

Public use of the Malheur Refuge has grown rapidly in the past
From 1954,

the first year for which records were published,,

10

years.

it

grew from 3,490 use days to 13,200 in 1963.

Official, economic,

and miscellaneous visits have increased only modestly during that

period

Hunting

so that most of the increase has been in recreation.

and fishing accounted for 85 percent of the visits

has been

1955 but there

in

insufficient water in Malheur Lake to flood the hunting area

since 1957 and fishing has dropped off drastically.

fishing accounted for only
use days in 1963

and

little more than five percent of total

use days for these activities dropped from 8,300

in 1963.

in 1955 to 713

a

Hunting and

All

of the hunting since

1957 has been

during the annual two or three day archery hunts.

(45,

49)

48,

The all deer archery hunt, held each fall since 1956,

has been

Since its inception hunter success has been

notably successful.

years and below ten percent

over 20 percent

in four

years, with the

lowest, 5.5 percent, in the 1964 hunt.

compares with

national figure of about five percent during the past

10 or

a

15 years.

the 200 in 1964,

(13)
52

in only two

Archers come from all parts of the State.

has run as high as 346 for

ing.

in the

Of

were from Portland, 30 from Albany, 83 from else-

where west of the Cascades and 26 from Eastern Oregon.

area

This

(57)

a

three day hunt.

Attendance

The 20,000 acre archery

south end of the Refuge is ideally suited to deer hunt-

Its willow thickets provide excellent cover for deer while

fields are open so that struggling through dense underbrush

necessary.

is

not

Comments of hunters in the 1964 hunt were nearly all to
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the effect that even though they were not getting kills they were

getting sufficient opportunities.

(57)

A public waterfowl shooting area has been established on 12,150

acres in the west end of Malheur Lake and
ers when water levels are high enough.

is

open to waterfowl hunt-

There has not been enough

water since 1957 to provide hunting and hunting conditions adjacent
to the Refuge elsewhere have been correspondingly poor.
650 hunting use days adjacent to the Refuge in 1960,
1961 and

1,500 days in 1962.

upland game birds.
on the Refuge

There were

500 days

in

Most of these were for big game and

Combined archery and waterfowl hunting use days

itself have run as high as 4,300 in the past, while

they totaled only 400 in 1964 and the six year average (1959 to 1964
inclusive) was 468.

(49)

They can be expected to exceed this

figure when water levels in the lakes again reach normal.

Hunting

use days adjacent to the Refuge can also be expected to increase

when waterfowl hunting conditions are improved.
Fishing use days have been as high as 4,000 although they too
have dropped.

The average for the past five years, 1959 through

1963, was 1,758 but there were

only 290 in 1963.

Both Krumbo Reser-

voir and the Blitzen River are stocked according to need, sometimes

with legal -sized trout, but

a

large fish kill, possibly from

over -heated water, occurred in Krumbo in late summer of 1961 so that

fishing there has since been poor and has attracted few fishermen.
Krumbo Reservoir covers 90 acres and

is

open to rowboats.

Portions

of the Blitzen, Bridge Creek, and the East Canal open to fishing

total 17 miles on the Refuge.

The Blitzen is also open on BLM land
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in the Steens and Fish Lake attracts many

fishermen.

(45, 48, 49,

56)

On Krumbo in 1959 the average catch

The catch can be very good.

was five per fisherman -day for 1,500 days.

On the Blitzen in 1960
On Krumbo in

the catch was nearly eight per man -day for 107 days.

1960 between July

1

to 4,

In con-

650 fishermen caught 4,490 fish.

trast, on opening day on Krumbo in 1963, 78 fishermen took less than
one fish per man.

(52,

53,

56)
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Krumbo Reservoir on opening day, 1960.
(Malheur Refuge photograph)

Unlike archers, most fishermen are local residents.

taken July

.

1961 showed that of 400 fishermen,

72

A census

percent

were local and only nine percent from the Willamette Valley.

The

other 19 percent were from Eastern Oregon or their residence was

83

not reported,

(54)

Sightseeing, wildlife observation, and photography are the public
uses which have

shown the most impressive growth in recent years.

Along with picnicking and camping, which are mostly incidental to
other recreation uses, they have increased from 7,384 days in 1959
to 11,488 in 1963, more than 55 percent in the five year period.

The increase has been great enough to more than offset the decline
in

These uses on Malheur were greater than

hunting and fishing use.

on any other Oregon refuge in 1963.

Registrations at the museum and

attendance at the display pool have increased correspondingly.

They

are particularly important during poor weather when access to other

parts of the Refuge

is

limited.

(49)

A significant portion of the miscellaneous recreation visits
involves groups, most commonly school classes, bird clubs, and garden
clubs but including also youth, professional- scientific, and reli-

gious groups.

Fifty -four groups visited the Refuge in 1963, account-

ing for

or ten percent, of recreational

1,115,

with discussion,

a

use days.

Slide shows,

movie, "Wings Over Blitzen", and conducted tours

of the Refuge are provided

for such groups by prior arrangement.

The slide shows and "Wings Over Blitzen" are also shown to groups
off the Refuge.

In 1963 they were presented to 17 such groups

totalling 861 persons.

(56)
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Potential For Recreation

By far the greatest recreation potential at Malheur consists
of
the opportunity for wildlife observation and photography.

In com-

bination with the alpine vegetation, snow fields and spectacular
fault block geological features of the adjacent Steens Mountain,

Malheur should have

magnetic pull on any lover of the outdoors.

a

Harney Basin's geological features and the possibility of finding
artifacts and semi -precious gem stones should enhance the attraction
of the

area for many.

At the same time wildlife observation is the

recreation activity least likely to interfere with the maintenance
of wildlife habitat.
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As noted earlier,

the Upper Mississippi Wildlife Refuge

and

Oklahoma's Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge each receive more than
one million visitors each year.

Malheur

is

nearly as large as Upper

Mississippi Refuge though the latter extends for more than 200 miles
along the Mississippi River and

Malheur.

There

is

is

therefore more accessible than

is

apparently no practical possibility that the num-

ber of visitors at Malheur will become so large as to interfere with
the wildlife habitat or with the execution of refuge functions.
as the

awareness of the resource's richness grows, as

is

But

inevitable

with the increasing number of visitors each year from distant parts
of the nation,

the number of visitors can be expected to continue to

increase and to necessitate the provision of adequate facilities for

their convenience.

86

In contrast with wildlife observation, which is certain to be

rewarding at any time of the year and in dry years as well as wet
ones --there

is

always

a

great deal of wildlife at Malheur --the quali-

ty of fishing and hunting at Malheur can be expected to vary greatly

This results primarily from the highly variable

from year to year.

water supply.

Krumbo Reservoir should provide good fishing again

although there

is

no reason to exclude the possibility that

a

recur-

rence of the condition which caused destruction of the fishery in
1960 might occur.

Significant natural production occurs in Krumbo's

feeder streams and Krumbo

is

therefore somewhat attractive even to

those fishermen who disdain heavily stocked streams and ponds.

Nat-

ural production in the Blitzen, as is common to mountain streams,

is

quite low although stocking, especially with legal -size fish, can be

expected to maintain

a

fair fishery there

in all

years.23

Archery hunting should continue to be important on the Refuge.
The archery area is large enough,

and there are usually adequate deer,

to accommodate as many as 600 hunters, nearly twice as many as there
have ever been.24

In view of the high rate of hunter success and the

consistent attraction of the area over the years for hunters from

west of the Cascades,
to its

it

can be assumed that failure to use the area

limit results primarily from the lack of any great number of

archers within easy access distance.

The number of archers can be

expected to grow at least as rapidly as the population grows.
The possibilities for waterfowl hunting on the Refuge are the
same as the possibility that there will be water in the west end of

23

Scharff.
Scharff.

87

Malheur Lake.

Since 1957 there has been none.

Heavy rains during

Christmas week of 1964 and in early 1965 have given promise of
son in 1965, but nothing

is

assured.

to the Refuge is also dependent

The quality of hunting adjacent

upon the amount of water available

and the number of waterfowl using the Refuge
ing.

sea-

a

for migration and feed-

It too has been poor in recent years but can be expected to be

better during wet periods.25
Use of Malheur's recreation resources
of adequate

is

facilities for handling visitors.

inhibited by the lack
The most needed im-

provement to facilitate enjoyment of the Refuge by all its users

is

development of access roads to the status of all weather routes.
Spring and fall provide the best opportunity for wildlife observation
but at the same time the amount of rainfall, particularly in spring,
is

often great enough to render the Center Patrol Road as well as the

smaller side roads and the Cole Island Dike road on Malheur Lake
impassable.

This restricts observation to what can be seen at Head-

quarters, from State Highway 205 running along the Refuge's west
side or from the access road to the "00" Unit.

Thus observation

most of the Refuge at range close enough to be of great benefit

of
is

excluded.26
Of almost equal magnitude is the need for campsites.

With Burns

34 miles away and the hotel at Frenchglen capable of accomodating

only 16 visitors, most Refuge visitors can be expected to wish to
camp if possible.
25
26

Scharff.
Marshall.

The rudimentary facilities now provided, consisting

88

only of portable toilets at the Page Dam campsite and Krumbo Reservoir, and two permanent toilets,

four trailer hookups, and water

supply at Headquarters, would not be considered minimally adequate

by most Americans.
There
areas.

is

also

need for picnic facilities separate from camping

a

Campers and members of guided group tours wandering on the
by day need

a

place to eat lunch and there are

a

considerable

The Witzel Patrol Sta-

number of one -day visitors in similar need.

site and has been included for some time in

tion provides an ideal

tentative plans for recreation development.27
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Page Dam Campsite, Fish and Wildlife Service
section.
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A visitors center similar to those found

would be

a

in

National Parks

great asset to recreational enjoyment, as would be person-

nel assigned solely to recreational functions.

In that the largest

influx of visitors comes in the spring, the busiest time of the year
for Refuge personnel, recreation personnel are rapidly becoming

a

necessity at the Refuge.

An easily accessible observation site or

two in Malheur Lake would

improve observation possibilities there and

inure the birds to the presence of humans.

Designation and preparation of an information folder on the
various points of historical interest found on the Refuge would enhance its recreational value, particularly for local residents.

Considerable historical information

is

included in some of the nar-

rative reports and could without great difficulty be prepared for the

public although

a

thorough job would undoubtedly require

effort and considerable time.
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POINTS OF INTEREST

Refuge Headquarters. Display pool, museum.
Malheur Lake. Main concentration area for
2.
waterfowl. Heron, egret, ibis, tern and
cormorant colonies.
Cole Island Dike. Ideal observation point,
3.
only access to Malheur Lake except by boat.
4. _ Public shooting area for waterfowl.
Big Sagebrush Field.
Ponds and meadows.
5.
Often frequented by deer and antelope.
Waterfowl ponds in this area have artificial
6.
ly created mounds for Canada goose nesting.
Waterfowl and sandhill crane feeding area
7.
during migration. Sandhill crane nesting.
Witzel Patrol Station. Fine picnic site.
8.
Ponds here used by waterfowl during mi9.
gration. Sandhill crane nesting.
Meadows in this area area are used by
10.
nesting waterfowl and sandhill cranes
in spring and early summer. Deer concentrate in fall. Cattle graze in
fall and winter.
P -Ranch Station.
Former Peter French
11.
headquarters. Observation tower.
Hotel, meals, store.
Frenchglen.
12.
Page Dam Campsite.
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Figure 28.

Recreation Sites in Malheur Lake and Blitzen Valley Units

of

the MNWR.
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Development Probabilities

Until late in 1964, the chances of obtaining funds for recrea-

tion facilities development at Malheur seemed rather remote.

Over

the previous years development plans in considerable detail had from

time to time been prepared and submitted to the Fish and Wildlife

Service.

They were upon occasion brought up to date but always

languished because of the failure of Congress to appropriate funds
There seemed little hope of ever obtaining

for their execution.

significant funds for recreation facilities.
Malheur was selected as the site for
activated on June

1,

1965.

a

In late

Job Corps Program camp, to be

Although the program

tionally oriented one of its significant features
of actual work experience for trainees.

to provide

a

1964, however,

is

is

primarily educathe provision

At Malheur this

expected

is

method for comparatively rapid development and expansion

of recreational

use

facilities.

Recreational development

ceive top priority in Job Corps Program work projects.

is

It

to re-

hoped

is

that recreation facilities will be available within two years.

Although detailed plans have not yet been completed,

it

(18)

has

definitely been decided to carry out most of the projects suggested
above.

The Center Patrol, Cole Island Dike and "00" access roads

are to be rebuilt to provide for all- weather travel.

less

important roads

is

also planned.

Detailed plans have been

drawn up for the development of the Page Dam campsite,
be carried out by the Corps

include

a

a

project to

both for the Refuge and the BLM, on

whose land part of the site lies.
tailed plans

Improvement of

Other definite but as yet unde-

campground and possibly some form of
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all- weather overnight facility at Headquarters, development of the

Witzel Picnic Area, improvement
and

Krumbo Reservoir campground,

of the

small campground and picnic facility at the "00" station.

a

The Job Corps program will

(18)

involve BLM projects in the Steens

Mountain area one -half the time so the BLM plans for recreational
development of the area can be carried out and enhance its attracOf further interest are

tions.

plans of the State Highway Depart-

ment for grading and oiling the 18 miles of Oregon Highway 205 from
the Diamond Junction to Frenchglen, nine miles

future.

of

it

in the near

(5)

Not currently planned under the Job Corps program but necessary
for full recreational development is

Three of

visitors center.

a

under the Accelerated Public

these have been built on other refuges

Works program, for which Harney County does not now qualify.
the APW,

the cost was about 100,000 dollars for such centers.

the basis of past experience

great for
such
(7)

a

a

it

a

On

seems that even if the need becomes

center at Malheur, Congress

sum and that

Under

visitors center

is

is

not likely to appropriate

not currently

a

probability.
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VI.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In manipulating habitat to obtain maximum wildlife populations
the Branch of Wildlife Refuges is managing

for recreation.

a

resource valued primarily

The major support for the Refuge System comes from

Wildlife supported by the refuges is no

nature lovers and hunters.

doubt of more recreational value off the refuges than on them but the

refuges themselves provide the best opportunity for obtaining maxi-

mum enjoyment from the resource.
the refuges

in the

nation's four great migratory bird flyways and the

fact that refuges provide
or other land

uses

The strategic location of many of

the only habitat unaffected by agricultural

in many areas make of

them

a

concentration point

for wildlife and therefore for enjoyment of it.

Until the present the Refuge System's obvious recreation potential has been largely neglected, primarily because funds for recrea-

tion facilities have not been provided by Congress and there has
apparently been little movement within the Fish and Wildlife Service
for it.

Several factors have operated since World War II, particularly

during the past ten years, to require and facilitate improvement of
recreation facilities on the refuges.

With nearly universal auto-

mobile ownership, increased leisure time, and higher discretionary
income per capita

in the United States has

come

a

strong demand for

outdoor recreation and suitable outdoor recreation facilities.
the National Wildlife Refuge System recreation visits have

In

increased

by roughly 12 percent per year since 1951, the first year that attendance figures were reported.

In 1963 they totalled 13 million visits.
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Increased use of the refuges has made apparent the need for improved facilities, both in order to meet

a

legitimate public demand

and to direct and control public use so that

little as possible with wildlife

it will

and its habitat.

interfere as

No funds to meet

the need for recreation facilities on the refuges have ever been pro-

vided by Congress

enacted.

although in 1962 express authority for them was

The general economic conditions which resulted

in the en-

actment of the Accelerated Public Works Program have made possible
the construction of facilities on refuges

depressed areas.
of work camps

in counties classified

as

The Job Corps Program authorizes the establishment

on refuges.

Corps projects are to emphasize recreation

and where they are established on refuges provide an opportunity to

improve

facilities.

As recreation sites the majority of the National Wildlife Refuges

offer recreation opportunities centered almost exclusively around

their wildlife resources.

Some refuges superimposed on Corps of

Engineers, TVA, and Bureau of Reclamation reservoirs do provide boatwater skiing, and swimming opportunities independently of wild-

ing,

life.

Wildlife observation

is

by far the most common recreational

use of the refuges, with hunting and fishing also of significance,

particularly on the West Coast.
al

incidental

Camping and picnicking are in gener-

to wildlife observation.

that the types of recreation activities

There

is

no reason to expect

on refuges will change sig-

nificantly in the future as there are few other recreation resources
on most refuges.

All direct recreational use of the refuges

is

sub-

ject to the System's primary mission of maintaining maximum wildlife
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populations.
The Malheur National Wildlife Refuge provides

a

favorable ex-

ample of the National Wildlife Refuge System's recreation potential.

The largest refuge for migratory waterfowl, its bird population numbers more than one million birds during spring and fall migrations
and includes 226 species, not counting occasional wanderers outside

their normal range.

Indigenous mammals also find sanctuary there.

Malheur provides Oregon's best opportunity for wildlife observation
for eight or nine months of the year, an excellent archery hunting

area each fall, and good fishing and waterfowl hunting in some years,

both on the Refuge itself and on adjacent lands.

Camping and picnick-

ing in conjunction with wildlife observation are enhanced by proximity

to Steens Mountain with its impressive geological

features and alpine

The Refuge's distance from population cen-

terrain and vegetation.

ters and location off main highways precludes

its being subject to

overcrowding by casual visitors but nearly all Oregonians can reach
it

within eight hours by car.
Recent developments have provided the opportunity for develop-

ment on the Refuge of recreation facilities commensurate with the
need and potential.

A Job Corps Program camp has been authorized

for activation by June
the Refuge,

1,

1965.

One -half its projects

one -half on Bureau of Land Management lands

Steens Mountain.

are to be on
in the

Recreation facilities are to receive priority.

On

the Refuge, plans are being made to surface roads previously impas-

sable in wet weather and to provide satisfactory camping and picnicking facilities, hitherto inadequate.

These are the most sorely
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needed developments and will serve to greatly improve recreation

opportunities.

They should,

in

conjunction with the fine museum and

display pool at Refuge Headquarters, serve to meet immediate needs.
The proposed projects, when considered with Oregon State High-

way Department plans to complete surfacing of State Highway 205 all
the way from Burns to Frenchglen,

can be expected to result in greatly

increased use and make additional facilities necessary.
in

Ultimately,

view of the remarkable wildlife resource there and increasing pub-

lic use,

a

full fledged visitors center and full time recreation

personnel will be justified and make of Malheur an exceptionally
significant recreation area.
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APPENDIX

AN ACT

-

H.R.

1171

I

(P.L.

87 -714)

To assure continued fish and wildlife benefits from the national
fish and wildlife conservation areas by authorizing their
appropriate incidental or secondary use for public recreation
to the extent that such use is compatible with the primary
purposes of such areas, and for other purposes.

it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That in recognition of mounting public demands for recreational opportunities on national wildlife
refuges, game ranges, national fish hatcheries, and other conservation
areas administered by the Secretary of the Interior for fish and wildlife purposes; and in recognition also of the resulting imperative
need, if such recreational opportunities are provided, to assure that
any present or future recreational use will be compatible with, and
will not prevent accomplishment of, the primary purposes for which
the said conservation areas were acquired or established, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, as an appropriate incidental or
secondary use, to administer such areas or parts thereof for public
recreation when in his judgment public recreation can be an approProvided, That such public
priate incidental or secondary use:
recreation use shall be permitted only to the extent that is practicable and not inconsistent with other previously authorized
Federal operations or with the primary objectives for which each
particular area is established: Provided further, That in order to
insure accomplishment of such primary objectives, the Secretary,
after consideration of all authorized uses, purposes, and other pertinent factors relating to individual areas, shall curtail public recreation use generally or certain types of public recreation use within individual areas or in portions thereof whenever he considers such
And provided further, That none of the
action to be necessary:
aforesaid refuges, hatcheries, game ranges, and other conservation
areas shall be used during any fiscal year for those forms of recreation that are not directly related to the primary purposes and functions of the individual areas until the Secretary shall have deter mined --

Be

(a)

(b)

that such recreational use will not interfere with the
primary purposes for which the areas were established, and
that funds are available for the development, operation,
and maintenance of these permitted forms of recreation.
This section shall not be construed to repeal or amend
previous enactments relating to particular areas.

In order to avoid adverse effects upon fish and wildlife
populations and management operations of the said areas that might
otherwise result from public recreation or visitation to such areas,
Sec. 2.
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the Secretary is authorized to acquire limited areas of land for
recreational development adjacent to the said conservation areas in
existence or approved by the Migratory Bird Conservation Commission
Provided, That the acquias of the date of enactment of this Act:
sition of any land or interest therein pursuant to this section shall
be accomplished only with such funds as may be appropriated therefor
by the Congress or donated for such purposes, but such property shall
not be acquired with funds obtained from the sale of Federal migratory bird hunting stamps. Lands acquired pursuant to this section
shall become a part of the particular conservation area to which they
are adjacent.
In furtherance of the purposes of this Act, the Secretary is
3.
authorized to cooperate with public and private agencies, organizations, and individuals, and he may accept and use, without further
authorization, donations of funds and real and personal property.
Such acceptance may be accomplished under the terms and conditions of
restrictive covenants imposed by the donors when such covenants are
deemed by the Secretary to be compatible with the purposes of the
wildlife refuges, game ranges, fish hatcheries, and other fish and
wildlife conservation areas.
Sec.

Sec. 4. The Secretary may establish reasonable charges and fees and
issue permits for public use of national wildlife refuges, game
ranges, national fish hatcheries, and other conservation areas administered by the Department of the Interior for fish and wildlife purposes. The Secretary may issue regulations to carry out the purposes
A violation of such regulations shall be a petty offense
of this Act.
(18 U.S.C. 1) with maximum penalties of imprisonment for not more than
six months, or a fine of not more than $500, or both.

There is authorized to be appropriated such funds as may be
Sec. 5.
necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act, including the construction and maintenance of public recreational facilities.

Signed by the President September 28, 1962.
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BIRDS OF THE MALHEUR NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE

APPENDIX II.

(38)

The following list contains 226 species of birds observed by varAnother
ious individuals since establishment of the refuge in 1908.
18 species that have been found on the refuge but are considered rare
or generally out of their usual range have been added on the last
This list, using species names, is in accordance with the
page.
Species nesting locally are preceded
Fifth (1957) A.O.U. Checklist.
Abundance symbols are grouped under columns
by an asterisk ( *).
representing the four seasons of the year. These are defined as
follows:

ABUNDANCE

STATUS

Column

S

-

1

-

2

- Su-

3 - F 4 - W -

March - May
June - August
September - November
December - February

a

-

c

-

u

-

o -

S Si F

*Horned Grebe
*Eared Grebe
*Western Grebe
*Pied- billed Grebe
*White Pelican
*Double- crested Cormorant
*Great Blue Heron
*Common Egret
*Snowy Egret
*Black-crowned Night Heron
*Least Bittern

O o r

*American Bittern
*White -faced Ibis
Whistling Swan
*Trumpeter Swan
*Canada Goose
White -fronted Goose
Snow Goose
Blue Goose
Ross' Goose
*Mallard

u c

*Gadwall
*Pintail
*Green -winged Teal
*Blue-winged Teal
*Cinnamon Teal
European Widgeon

e a
c

c

a

c

c a

c

c a

a

c

a

a

c a
u

r

r
o
r

r

c u

c a e
o u

r

o
o r

o u u
c r a u
u
a

u
a

a

u
a

u

u
a

u

r

a

r

r
u

u
a

a

a

c

a

a

a

u

a

u

a

o

a

o a

o

u u o
c

a

e

r

rare

S

W

c o

c.c.c

abundant
common
uncommon
occasional

r

*American Widgeon
*Shoveler
Wood Duck
*Redhead
Ring- necked Duck
*Canvasback
*Lesser Scaup
Common Goldeneye
Barrow's Goldeneye
Bufflehead
Oldsquaw
White -winged Scoter
*Ruddy Duck
Hooded Merganser
*Common Merganser
*Turkey Vulture
Goshawk
Sharp- shinned Hawk
Cooper's Hawk
*Red- tailed Hawk
*Swainson's Hawk
Rough -legged Hawk
*Ferruginous Hawk
*Golden Eagle
Bald Eagle
*Marsh Hawk

Osprey

SiF W

a

u a

c

a

c a

o

r

r r

a

a

o

o

o

a

u a

o

c

u c

u

a

c r c

u
r

c r

e

o
r

r
a

c a
r

c

u c

o
o
o

c c

c

u

u

o

o o u

o

C

U

o

C

C

c c c r
c c

C

o 0 0

0

u

U

U

a

a

U

r

u

a

c

r
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SSu F W

*Prairie Falcon
*Peregrine Falcon
Pigeon Hawk
*Sparrow Hawk
*Sage Grouse
*California Quail
*Mountain Quail
*Ring- necked Pheasant
*Chukar
Gray Partridge
*Sandhill Crane
Virginia Rail

U000
r r r

r
o

0 0 0

U

U

C

U

a

a

a

a

o r o o
a

a

a

a

c

c

c

c

r r r
a

c

a

u

c

c c

o

*Sorg

c

c

c

o

*American Coot
*Snowy Plover
*Killdeer
American Golden Plover
Black- bellied Plover
*Common Snipe
*Long -billed Curlew
*Spotted Sandpiper
Solitary Sandpiper
*Willet
Greater Yellowlegs
Lesser Yellowlegs
Pectoral Sandpiper
Baird's Sandpiper
Least Sandpiper
Dunl in
Dowitcher (both species ?)
Western Sandpiper
Marbled Godwit
*American Avocet
*Black- necked Stilt
*Wilson's Phalarope
Northern Phalarope
*California Gull

a

a

a

c

o

u o

a

a

*Ring Billed Gull
*Franklin's Gull
Bonaparte's Gull
*Forster's Tern
*Caspian Tern
*Black Tern
*Mourning Dove
*Barn Owl
Screech Owl
Flammulated Owl
*Great Horned Owl
*Burrowing Owl
*Long -eared Owl

r

S Su F W
c u
c
*Short -eared Owl
r o r
Saw -whet Owl
u u u
*Poor -will
*Common Nighthawk
u a a
o
o
Vaux's Swift
r
White -throated Swift
c c
Rufous Hummingbird
u u u u
*Belted Kingfisher
*Red- shafted Flicker C C C C
u r
u
Lewis' Woodpecker
Y11ow-bellied Sapsucker u u u r
o o o
*Hairy Woodpecker
o u u o
*Downy Woodpecker
U u u
*Eastern Kingbird
Kingbird
C c c
*Western

c

O

r

*Say's Phoebe

c c c

r

*Traíll's.Flycatcher

u

o

c c c o

c

c c

u

u

L.1

u

U

u

u

U

u

o

C

c

a

o r

o

*Black-capped Chickadee

o

c

a

a

o

o

c

a

a

o

Mountain Chickadee
*Common Bushtit

r
r r
u c

u

u

a

c

u
a

a

a

a

o o
c c

a

o u u
r r r
a

a

White -breasted

u

a

a

c c

u
c r

r r r r
r

r
r r
c

c C c

u

u

u

u u u u

Nuthatch

Nuthatch
Creeper
Brown
*Dipper
*House Wren
Winter Wren
*LongbilledMarsh Wren
*Canyon Wren
*Rock Wren
Mockingbird
Catbird
*Sage Thrasher
Bed-breasted

o u o

c

r

u

u u u
*Dusky Flycatcher
u u u
*Gray Flycatcher
r o
Western Flycatcher
*Western Wood Peewee u u u

Olive,ided Flycatcher
*Horned Lark
*Violet -green Swal low
*Tree Swallow
*Bank Swallow
*Rough-winged Swallow
*Barn Swallow
*Cliff Swallow
Steller's Jay
*Black -billed Magpie
*Common Raven
*Common Crow
Pinyon Jay

u

c o c r
r r

C

0 0

*Ash -throated Flycatcher

a

o
C

u c

C

u

u

u

c a r
o o 0
u u o
C c c
a

a

a

a

r r
a

a

a

a

c c c c
c u u r

r
o o r
o o

0 0
o
o
o u u
r
r r
o o o
r

0
o
o
r
r
r

o

o
0 0 0

u

u u u

a

a

a

r
r
u c

c r
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Sal

FW

*Robin
c a a
Varied Thrush
o
0
Hermit Thrush
LI
o u
*Swainson's Thrush
O o r
*Western Bluebird
o u u
*Mountain Bluebird
c u c
Townsend's Solitaire
o
u
Golden- crowned Kinglet
o
u
Ruby- crowned Kinglet
C o c
Water Pipet
O o c
Bohemian Waxwing
O
*Cedar Waxwing
O o u
Northern Shrike
r
*Loggerhead Shrike
a a a
*Starling
c c c
Red -eyed Vireo
r r
Solitary Vireo
u o u
*Warbling Vireo
C u c
Orange- crowned Warbler
U u u
Nashville Warbler
O 0 0
*Yellow Warbler
a a a
Black- throated Blue Warbler
r
Myrtle Warbler
r
*Audubon's Warbler
c u c
*Black- throated Gray Warbler
r r
Townsend's Warbler
O 0 o
Northern Waterthrush
r r
MacGillivray's Warbler
u o u
*Yellowthroat
c a c
*Yellow- breasted Chat
u u u
*Wilson's Warbler
c u c
American Redstart
r o
*House Sparrow
a a a
*Bobolink
o u u
*Western Meadowlark
u c c
*Yellowheaded Blackbird
a a a

u

o
o
r
c

o
o
o
o

0
o
o
u

c

r
r

a

u

r

S Sú F

*Redwinged Blackbird
a a a u
*Bullock's Oriole
u u o
*Brewer's Blackbird
a a a c
*Brown- headed Cowbird
u c c
Western Tanager
a u a
*Black- headed Grosbeak O 0 0
*Lazuli Bunting
u o r
Evening Grosbeak
u r o u
Cassin's Finch
O 0 0
*House Finch
u c c r
Pine Grosbeak
r
Gray- -crowned Rosy Finch
r
Pine Sisk in
u o u o
*American Goldfinch
U u u
Lesser Goldfinch
r
Red Crossbill
r
r
Green -tailed Towhee
O o
r
Rufous -sided Towhee
u u u o
*Savannah Sparrow
a a a
*Vesper Sparrow
u o u u
*Lark Sparrow
u o u
*Black- throated Sparrow r r
*Sage Sparrow
c c c
Slate- colored Junco
r
Oregon Junco
o
u c
c
Tree Sparrow
O
0
*Chipping Sparrow
U c c
*Brewer's Sparrow
a a a
White- crowned Sparrow a c a u
Harris' Sparrow
o
Golden- crowned Sparrow o
o
White- throated Sparrow
r
*Fox Sparrow
u o u
Lincoln's Sparrow
o
o
*Song Sparrow
a a a c
Snow Bunting
o

The following 18 species are of accidental or very rare occur ence and are included on the basis of only one or two observations:

Common Loon
Louisiana Heron
Greater Scaup
Surf Scoter
Semipalmated Plover
Sanderling

W

Red Phalarope
Williamson's Sapsucker
Purple Martin
Gray Jay
Clark's Nutcracker
Pigmy Nuthatch

Brown Thrasher
Phainopepla
Black- and -white
Warbler
Ovenbird
Baltimore Oriole
Purple Finch
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APPENDIX III.

MAMMALS OF THE MALHEUR NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE(40)

Since common names for mammals have not become as standardized
The order
as bird names, scientific names are included on this list.
in which the species are listed and the scientific names follow
Miller and Kellogg (List of North American Recent Mammals, U.S.

National Museum Bulletin 205). Common names follow Burt and Grossenheider (A Field Guide to the Mammals, Houghton Mifflin Co.). In
those cases where the species have become well known by more than one
common name, a second common name follows in parentheses. To make
this list less complicated, subspecies names have been left off the
list.
It is felt that the more advanced student who is interested in
As a matter of consubspecies can refer to applicable publication.
headings.
listed
under
family
mammals
are
venience, the

SHREWS: Soricidae
Malheur Shrew
Vagrant Shrew

Sorex preblei
Sorex vagrans

PLAINNOSE BATS: Vespertilionidae
Little Brown Myotis
Yuma Myotis
Long -eared Myotis
Sma 11- footed Myotis
Silver- haired Bat
Western Pipistrel
Big Brown Bat
Hoary Bat
Western Big -eared Bat (Long- eared)
Pallid Bat

Myotis 1 uc if ugus
Myotis yumanensis
Myotis evotis
Myotis subulatus
Lasionycteris noctivagans
Pipistrellus hesperus
Eptesicus fuscus
Lasiurus cinereus
Corynorhinus rafinesquii
Antrozous pallidus

RABBITS: Leporidae
Blacktail Jackrabbit
Mountain Cottontail
Pigmy Rabbit

Lepus californicus
Sylvilagus nuttallii
Sylvilagus idahoensis

MARMOTS, SQUIRRELS, AND CHIPMUNKS:
Yellowbelly Marmot
Townsend Ground Squirrel
Belding Ground Squirrel
Whitetail Antelope Squirrel
(Antelope Ground)
Golden -manteled Squirrel
(Golden -manteled Ground)
Least Chipmunk

POCKET GOPHERS: Geomyidae
Northern Pocket Gopher
Townsend Pocket Gopher

Sc iur id ae

Marmota flaviventris
Citellus townsendii
Citellus beldingi
Citellus leucurus
Citellus lateralis
Eutamias minimus

Thomomys talpoides
Thomomys townsendii
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POCKET MICE, KANGAROO RATS, AND KANGAROO MICE: Heteromyidae
Perognathus parvus
Great Basin Pocket Mouse
Dipodomys ordii
Ord Kangaroo Rat
Dipodomys microps
Great Basin Kangaroo Rat
Microdipodops megacephalus
Dark Kangaroo Mouse
BEAVER:

Castoridae
Castor canadensis

Beaver
MICE, RATS: Cricetidae
Western Harvest Mouse
Canyon Mouse
Deer Mouse
(White- footed)
Northern Grasshopper Mouse
Desert Woodrat
Bushytail Woodrat
Mountain Vole (Montane Meadow Mouse)
Longtail Volea.ong- tailed Meadow Mouse)
Sagebrush Vole
Muskrat
OLD WORLD RATS AND MICE:
House Mouse

PORCUPINES:
Porcupine

Muridae
Mus musculus

Erethizontidae

COYOTES, WOLVES, FOXES:
Coyote
RINGTAIL CATS, RACCOONS:
Raccoon

Erethizon dorsatum
Canidae
Canis latrans

Procyonidae

WEASELS, MINK, BADGERS, SKUNKS:
Longtail Weasel
Mink
Badger
Spotted Skunk (Civet Cat)
Striped Skunk
CATS: Fe
Bobcat

l

Reithrodontomys megalotis
Peromyscus crinitus
Peromyscus manaculatus
Onychomys leucogaster
Neotoma lepida
Neotoma cinerea
Microtus montanus
Microtus longicaudus
Lagurus curtatus
Ondatra zibethicus

Procyon lotor
Mustelidae
Mustela frenata
Mustela vison
Taxidea taxus
Spilogale gracilis
Mephitis mephitis

id ae

Lynx ruf us

DEER:
Cervidae
Elk
Mule Deer

Cervus canadensis
Odocoileus hemionus

PRONGHORNS:
Antilocapridae
Pronghorn (American Antelope)

Antilocapra americana
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APPENDIX IV.

PEAK POPULATIONS OF SOME SPECIES OF BIRDS ON THE MALHEUR
NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE IN THREE PERIODS OF 1963 (56)

Whistling Swan
Trumpeter Swan
Canada Goose
Cackling Goose
White- fronted Goose
Snow Goose
Goose
Mallard
Barrows Goldeneye
Gadwall
Baldpate
Pintail
Green Winged Teal
Blue Winged Teal
Cinnamon Teal
Shoveler
Wood Duck
Redhead
Ring- necked Duck
Canvasback
Ross'

Scaup
Goldeneye
Bufflehead
Ruddy Duck

Common Merganser
Hooded Merganser
Coot
Snowy Plover
California Gull
Ring -billed Gull
Franklin's Gull

Caspian Tern
Forster's Tern
Black Tern
Wilson's Phalarope
Avocet
Common Snipe
Dowitcher
Western Least Sandpiper
Greater Yellowlegs
Willet
Black- necked Stilt
Long -billed Curlew
Killdeer
Spotted Sandpiper
Marbled Godwit
White -faced Ibis

Jan -Apr
350

May -Aug
1

21

30

3,800

2100

Sept -Dec
1,300
43
10,000

50

140

50

100

110,000

100

19,150

12,100

20,500

3,950
2,500
13,950
450

10,000
27,000
79,000
35,000

100

7,000
2

800

4,700
33,000
1,400
5

175

325

4,175
3,000

5,000
22,000

5,350

7,000

8,000
10

625
110
850

10

25

2,000

1,000
2,000

325
175
2,250
100

200
5,000
150

250
800
475
375
3,700
100

36,700

38,150

50

50

2,000

1,000
3,000

500

150

150

150

50

50

10,600
1,000

10

200
1,000

850
1,500
8,000
1,200

850
1,500
1,500
1,500

5,000

15,000
5,000
100

?

?

500

2,000
100
300
250
200
?

20
350

2,000
?

200
1,500

?

20
50
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Western Grebe
Eared Grebe
Pied -billed Grebe
White Pelican
Double- crested Cormorant
American Bittern
Great Blue Heron
Common Egret
Snowy Egret
Black- crowned Night Heron
Sandhill Crane
Virginia Rail
Sora
Sage Grouse

Jan -Apr
200
4,000
1,000

May -Aug

?

?

150
50

250
250

200
250
?

200
10,000

Sept -Dec
400
4,000

?

?

100
200
100
100
500

600
800
100

750
1,000
200

?

2,000

?

?

250

?

15

300
7,500
1,500
750
1,000
20

1,000
200

300
1,500
200

200
1,500
250

50

50

50

California Quail
Ring- necked Pheasant
Chukar
Mourning Dove
Golden Eagle
Bald Eagle
Horned Owl

5,000
2,000
250
200
30

Magpie
Raven
Crow
Rough - legged Hawk
Swainson's Hawk
Red -tailed Hawk
Marsh Hawk
Prairie Falcon
Sparrow Hawk
Pigeon Hawk
Osprey
Peregrine Falcon
Turkey Vulture
Short -eared Owl
Long -eared Owl
Burrowing Owl
Prairie Falcon

20
150

1,000

10

100
10

40
250
10
25

100

250
35
35
200

50
150

250
10

?

1
1
1

200
?

?

?

?

?
?
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